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Parking tickets are just not enforceable 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Euudrede of parking tickets 
are being cancelled each 
month because authorities 
cannot collect fines. 
"Enforcement 'is very 
lax," a traffic court o~ficlal 
said Friday• "If anyone 
Canada 
donates 
millions 
receives a parking ticket in 
Vancouver they're crazy .to 
pay it." 
The problem lies in a 
shortage ofdeputy sheriffs to 
serve traffic summonses to
motorists who fail to pay 
• fines. 
TORONTO (CP) -- With 
Ontario leading the way, 
Canadians donated ~3,038,407 
to the Muscular Dystrophy 
Aanociatiea of Canada on 
Sunday and Monday during 
3t~k houm of the Jerry Lewis 
Labor Day telethon, 
Association president Ruth 
Aziz said the money will help 
pay for  treatment and 
research for 20,000 
Canadians who suffer from 
the disabling disease.' 
"The ~ million pledged 
during our 95th anniversary 
year is a tribute to the 
generonity and compassion 
of Canadians and to the 8,950 
volunteers who worked 
before and during the 
telethon in the ~ pled~ 
ceair~ across Caneday she 
mid. 
'/'he 14th annual telethan, 
based in Las Vegas, raised 
L~0,-O75,~7 across North 
America -- more than $1 
mlillm above last year's 
total. 
Residents of. Ontario 
damted ~,0t0,70't; ~uehee 
ms,eta; Atherte S in ,m;  
~anltoba $~9,0~; British 
Columbia $48,76|; Nova 
Scotia ~1~,1~; New Brna- 
swich $1V,~; and Sankat- 
chewnn ~,S47. 
Association spokesman 
ltomt Pelxnll neldthe North 
American total'wan sur- 
prlaingly large in view of the 
fact that Hurricane David 
interrupted telephane ser- 
vice and reduced the nun~be," 
uf dmatiansin the Miami, 
Fla., area where more than. 
tz million was raised last 
year. 
Besides such stars as 
Sammy Davis Jr. and Bert 
Reynolds, this year's 
telethon had an unusually 
number ot rock stars, 
~etzali said. Among them 
were the Rolling Stones, 
Paul McC~ey and Wings, 
Kiss and Peter Frampton• 
The telethon was broad- 
A motorist who receives a But because a mailed sum- Deputy sheriffs are unable nothing to sniff a t - -  $69,595 offlciars to deliver sum- City manager Fritz 
runtine $10 parking ticket is mone IS not delviered in to serve summonses to in fines ware received in the moasestoparkingviointors. Bownrsanidhowasunaware 
allowed l0 daye to pay before person, it carries no legal porkingviolatorsbeeauseof flretsixmanthsofthtsyear, "All but one dullar of each ofthairoblembotpromlaed 
the fine is increased to $12. welght, lf the accused fails to heavy workloads in the up from ~51,580 during the parking fine goes to the to take action. 
If the fine remains unpaid, appear in court on the supreme, county provincial same period last year. city," said an official. "The "We can't afford to havo it 
it is raised to $16, and the summons date, a warrant and family courts. Traffic court authorities city should be doing widely known that motorists 
motorist is mailed a sum- cannot be issue for his ar- Revenue from parking blame city ball for failing to something tosee the system needn't regard parking 
mons to appear in court, rest. tickets in Vancouver is hire special enforcement work effectively." tickets." 
~M~.~ - -~- - - - - -  - - - - - - :== ~I~! ,~ 
Hurr i cane  
hugs  coast  
PALM BEACH, FIn. (AP) "We're going to start thanoiflcinlshadfearsd.But 
-- Hurricane David swerved moving I,~;ople into Nell Frank, director ~ the 
away from populous Miami Cbarleetou at this point," National Hurricane Cintra 
and skirted the ntste's Gold said Dennis Johnson, inMinmi, was werrled about 
Coast on Monday, punishing disaster .director of. the states farther north such as 
glittering resorts and Greate~ Carolinas Chapter North Carolina• 
ciagnnt mansions with wind of the" ~ Cms, "We'll "We think the hurricane is 
andwaterasit headed north follow it up the coast." going to parallel the coast 
toward the Carolinas. David's lethal eye stayed and continue north and be a 
Considerably weakened at sea as the hurricane tin'eat somewhere in the 
since it stunned Dominica, hugged tbe Florida coastline Carolinas sometime in 
Puerto Rico and the on its trek novthward, next 48 hours," said Frank. 
Dominican Republic in the Loas of life and property in He said the winds could hit 
Caribbean with at. least 640. Florida appeared far lighter South Carolina by late .today. 
deaths, the hurricane had 
winds of about 145 kilo- 
m..  . MEANS R hugged the eaastiine an STORM it headed northward, flailing 
the shoreline with hurricane- FOOD SCARCE 
deaths were blamed on the SANTO DOMINGO (AP) Nlne~ per cent of the Do- 
storm in Florida, but - -  Government officials, minican Republic's crops 
property damage was issued an urgent appeal ware destroyed before the moderato. 
At 2 p.m. EDT a hurricane Monday for food and other hurricane swept back to the 
aid for the storm.parelysed Atlantic, blew through the 
watch extended north to the Dominican Republic where Bahamas and headed toward 
coasts o~ Georgia nd South more than 600 porous were the southern coast of the 
Carolina and in the north- killed by hurrtc~e David. United States. Losses were 
western  Bahamas. A 
h~can~'~:wani~g 'was  in l~s~/le, teams .~wkr,~ .~f fz~t~.at~i l i~ ,mnet  
effect from Boca Baton to digging through the rubble of of that in agriculture, which 
Daytona Bench in Florida. homes searching for more is the the republic's eco- 
The stem wen centred victims, nemic mainstay. 
near Jeneea Beach, Fla., at "The number of victims is David's winds tossed cars 
latitude 27.1 north and incalculable" and it i~ .and airplanes around like. 
longitude 80.1 west. It bad beliovndtbatitceuldrep/d!.y . matchsticks. Concrete 
veered a little to the west but climb to 1,000," said Ci~fl sidewalks were ui/ifted and 
wan expected to resume Defeoce Minister Pedro moved aernss treets, rivers 
moving ntwth-nerthwest a  Justinlana Polanco. overflowed banks and the 
country's electrical system 
about 19 kilometrca an hour. An estimated 150,000 was knocked out. 
In the meantime, the National Hurricane Centre persons were left homeless Greatest lass Of life no- 
after David, packing winds eurred in the town of Ocea 
kept a close watch on upto~i0kilometres an hour, where the Yaque River. 
another storm, hurricane hitlateFridayandSalm'day, spfllndoveritsbanks, rs had 
Frederic, which could follow President Antonio Guzman through town and covered a
in David's path. It was near called again for in- churchand school, drowni~ 
the island of St. Barthelemy ternational assistance to 400 residents who were 
md about 370 kUomelres feed the hungry and rebuild huddled there seeking refuge 
rest of San Juan, Puerto the country, which shares from the storm. Rico. 
Frederic, with top winde of the Caribbean island of .In San Crietobel, 25 kilo-' 
Itispanlola with Haiti. metres west of here, IS ~ 
.120 kilomotrca n hour, was Polanco said thounanda of persons were crunbad to, 
eastonmtelovmanetatione Terrace's fall fair was fun and photogenic. See pages 3 and ~,.. laeatedatlatitudel7.$north, persona in the interior are death when a church' 
longitude 62.4 wos. It was without food because trucks collapeed. 
in the U.S. and Canada. ~o ov o.o o. moving west-northwest at ~annot get throush Mocked In Washington, the U.S• 
about 19 kflometres an hour. roads. Agency for International NDP here qoes it alone o . : , . . , . . m  Rocks, treee, i~ol. and DevelopmentcaidtheUnitnd David brushed Singer broken glass littered the Stat # is roviding a 7S-ma  
Island, a resort hideaway streets of Santo Domingo, a team and four or five 
near the mansion city of city of 500,950. helicopters to help rofugeas• 
Palm Beach, about noon, , 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The by the Kamloops con- delegates restated the States, particularly the thoughtheislandwsaanb'-aP.d 1~0-kUomeire-an.hour LaDo l - "L~r  
British Columbia New stituency association, saying party's 0ppoeition to the use Trident submarine base and jected to several blackouts winds shrieked through West warns  Democrat i c  Par ty  there are many unknown a nuclear energy and em- the proposed development e during the summer. Palm Beach. 
disassociated itself Sunday risks to uranium exploration powered the environment Sedro Woolley in neigh- The delegates voiced their At least 158,000 Flortdians 
frem the only remaining and mining, policy committee to initiate boring Washington state, opposition to the actions of were ruparted without power DuringtheinstLaburDny at Windsor, Ont., Mn• 
NDP provincial adminla- The motion said Saskat- peaceful actions such as The party also called for the Islamic revolutionary in Dade, Broward, Palm of the 1970s, union leaders HartmansaidClark"andhis 
tration, opposing the chewan Premier Allan petitions and rallies, to an inunediate stop to work government in lran and Beach, St. Lueie and Martin ocr~s Canada warned that gang uf sophisticated pablic 
Saskatchewan government'.s Blakeney admitted "on the mobilize working people on the 500,000-volt ran- voted to send a telegram to counties• big business nnd govern- relations flecks understand 
position on uranium mining, issue of radiation waste against nuclear energy, sminsian lines being built on Iranian Prime Minister. Georgia officials urged the mente would continue to that they must build the 
The 780 delegates at- disposal we simply had to They also expressed op. Vancouver Island and for a Mahdi Bazargan expressing evacuation e/ the barrier attach the labor movement illusion that hey are fighting 
tending the B.C. party's make a leap of faith and position to development of full publle hearing into the their displeasure, islands, such as the popular in the next year. inflatien and unemployment• 
_ resorts uf Tybee and St. Prime Minister Clark's Dennis McDermott ,  
annual convention here assume that a satisfactory nuclear energy in the United need for the lines, even "We strongly protest he Simons islands, and civil Progressive Conservative president of the Canadian 
pamedamotion, pretented meaneofdlaposa! wli lba '~  . .nuekec  Alcan mansiv, arrests and defenceauthorities opaned government came under fire LahorCongreu, saidinhis 
shortly found." executions of Iranian emergency operation can- in a speech by Graft Hart- Labor Day message that the 
• -V ;  ctims a panel citizens," the telegram ires in Glynn, Chethas and mas, presidontofth.250,000- 2 miliionstrongorganlaetion 
disensnion on nuclear power, w o r k e r s  settle statos. "We demand an end Camden counties, memher Canadian Union of betterSh°uidinhaveits supportd°ne etmuchthe 
___ ' I  to s..e~.t riala and torture The threat also spurred Public Employ_e~s._ . . . .  w V-m . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CQ • andthe unmediate r lease ot preparations in the speaking Monoay to ~.c. . •. o~r,,~s~, r.ar~y nam Striking workers at "Ar. ninth months of the second all political prisoners." Carolinas. members of the United Way ms'rag me teoeral e~ecuoa 
Two of the seven people MAN vide, Isle Maligne, and 20 cents in the third ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
killed when a twin engine Beauharnola, nd Vaudreuil year. Cost' of living 
,mphibinn Diane cranhed at DRO~/~S have agreed to accept the allowance will provide fore 
Prince Rupert Thursday med ia tor ' ,  recom-onecentanhour increasefor  Pi lots  say Goose is safe night have been identified by Kitimst RCMP report a mendatione for a contract, each .3 per cent rise in the 
the 1~.  Denny Adams, Pennsylvania man ending a three month strike cnst of living index ever 7 per 
$0, of Frinca Ruperi has been drowned at the MK which closed down most of cent. That clause takes ef- 
named as the pilot of the 10- Marinn on Friday. Lloyd Alcnn Smelter . and fect the second and third 
seat Grumman Goose. Cadwell drowned after Chemica l ' s  Quebec years. By ERLEEN COMEAU horse of the coast, capable of hamtling very 
Adams was previously a slipping from the dock. operations. The average wage during Herald Staff Writer heavy loads and performing well, 
recidant ct Mssset. Cedwellhad just returned Union members voted 75.5 the three-year contract The recent Tram Provincial Airlines crash of The Goose was the first Grumman built 
Also killed was Bernard from a fishing trip with per cent in favour, although period will increuse~.59 to their amphibious Grumman Goose on Digby d~parture from float4uselnge type seaplanes 
Martin, 34, of Port Edward, friends, the Federation des Syndicate $10.66 an hour• Cost to the Islandmay increase fear of flying for those who a~d was well utilized by the RCAF in World War 
B.C. Other victims of the No further details were du Secteur Aluminium, company, including ira- depend on cemmercial irlines as their mode of If. Production of this particular mode ceased 
crash havenot been aden- released by the police, whichrepreaentstheQuebnc provemente to the pension transportation, but pilots in this area say it isnot .,omv 30 years ago and it has since been 
tiffed pending notification of ,, workers, did not recommend and life insurance plane is only a safe way to travel by the Goose is among primarily operated for passenger service on 
the next of kin• acceptance, estimated at $123,000,000 the safest aircraft flying around here. coastal waters since then. 
Meanwhile, the three Tug made it ~can management has over the' three years. The survivors remain in stable also accepted the mediator's estimated cost of the corn- Ken Mayer, base manager for TPA in Terrace Glen Wiese, a commercial irline charter pilot 
condition at Vancouver's KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) --  terms clearing the way for.a ~ny'soffer before the strike has been flying in the Goose since 1968 and here in northern B.C• and former ministry of 
Shaughna~y Hospital• They The tug Orchard City II has new three-year contract. The totalled $112,000,000. Ingot confirmed that this part icu lar  a i rc ra f t  transport inspector, who has test flown Grum- 
sre~i-year-oldAndy Stewart finally reached the shore of recommendations provide production is expected to  mannouvers well on both land and water. Mayer man aircraP, on the west coast, commented on 
od Delta, Clint Page, 48, of Okanegan Lake -- 31 years for an immediate increase of begin about wo weeks after also stated the pilot who was flying the aircraft the performance of the Goose stating, " it 's a 
at the time of the incident, which claimed seve,  Burnaby and Antonio Stars, after it set out. $1.25 per honr, with a further the workers return. Up to very safe &'~d reliable airplane." 
48, of Vancouver. The 24-metro tug, which five vent increase nt the three months may be needed fives, had been employed by TPA for more than Wreckage has been removed by helicopter 
The Trsns Provincial sank about 12 kilometres begit,,,,,lg of the ninth though, before the three five years and had a great deal of experience in from the site of the Aug 30 disaster and a full 
Airlines plane cranhed south of here during a storm month. Increases of 7.9 per smelters are producing at the Goose. inveatigationto determine the cause of the crash 
Thursday at the Prince in 1948, was pulled up onto cent will be added as the full capaeity, Their corn- Airport on Dlgby the lakeshore Saturday. It second and third years bined annual output is Pilots in the Terrace area who are familiar is being conducted by the accident investigation 
~RU~n~ It was on a flight bad been salvaged one week begin. In addition there will .~3,000 metric tons of with this type of aircraft refer to it as the work- section of the MOT. 
. ,  . . o ................................... , , , , , , ,  ess,,,,I¢,,~•%,,,•%~,.•,•%?•,,%%%%%%%,•%?,%~,%%%%%%%.•.•%%%%,%%%~o ~ from Kihmult, on Alice Arm. ago be a l0 cent increase in the aluminum. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:•:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:•:~:~:~:~:~:•:~:~.~...~:~:~:~:~:~..:~:~.~:~:~:~:.:~•~•.~•~.:~.~.~.•.~•.~.~.~.•.•..~. ..................... ~ ...• ..... ... .......... ... ..-.....~......: ::~.. ., 
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Castro opens on U.S. attack NEWS BRIEFS 
HAVANA (AP) -- Cuban sabotage the meeting. Cuba, walked out of the interfering in our affairs." opportunity to respond should come at a later time, 
Castro also said China is immediately to what he President Fidel Castro 
launched a summit meeting 
o~ the world non.allgned 
movement Monday with a 
sweeping attack on U.S. 
global policies and an ac- 
cusatien that the United 
States had made "hectic 
diplomatic efforts" to 
In a fiery speech before convention hall a few 
representatives of more than minutes after Castro began 
100 countries. Castro his address. 
assailed U.S. policies in the At the time, the Cuban 
Middle East, southern leader was speaking of 
Africa, Indoc.hina nd Latin alleged U.S. assassination 
America. . attempts against Cuban 
Wayne Smith, chief of the leaders in the past and 
U.S. Interest Section in saying Washington is "still 
guilty of "uncivilized called Castro's "pernicious" 
behavior" toward the rest of remarks denouncing the 
the world - -  prompting the Camp David accords that led 
Chinese mission chief to to the E~yptianlsraeli peace 
storm out of the meeting treaty. But the summit 
hall. moderator, Sri Lankan 
Egyptian Foreign Minister President J,R. Jayewar- 
Burros Ghali demanded an dens, said such rebuttal 
flYS T PROTECTION 
Inuit justify land claims plan 
IGLOOLIK, N.W.T. (CP) 
- -The  native people of 
Canada's North do not want 
to hold the country to ransom 
over land claims or resource 
development, Inult leaders 
~dd Monday. 
"We are Just trying to 
protect our culture and our 
traditions," said John 
Amagoallk, of Frobisher 
Bay. "We can do that and 
develop the North too." 
Thomas Suluk, chief 
negotiator for Innit land 
claims, said natives want to 
control the pace of 
development to en~ure the 
oo,00o Inults adapt o change 
without being destroyed. 
That would mean having 
• And James Arvaluk, presl- above the tree-line ~lnce animal~, sea m~ammals and 
dent of the Baffln Regional recorded time, plying the fish. 
Inult Association, said well.wornpathsofmlgrating The lives of these tough, 
development cannoo be 
stopped but It onn be con- 
trolled to the extent hat the 
Inuit and multinational 
)rporations can enjoy the 
st of both worlds. 
Those remarks were made 
p'lor to the opening of the 
authority to issue llcences to 
development companies and population of about 45,000 
enter into deals forroyalties,. Inuit, recently was granted 
he said. home rule by Denmark. lnuit 
annual meeting of the Inult 
Taplrisat of Canada, an 
Ottawabased group which 
represents Canada's Inuit. 
The • meeting in this 
community a short distance 
from Bnflin Island has at- 
tracked 160 Northwest 
Territories delegates and an 
observer from Greenland. 
Greenland, which has 'a 
Customers asking 
for a hooker patrol 
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) - -  
Some store owners in the 
city's downtown core claim 
prostitutes are so thick in the 
area that their customers 
are asking for escorts - -  to 
get away. It's just ineredible." 
As a result, Spokane police The prostitutes are also 
say they are renewing el- causing t raf f ic  jams, 
forts to drive hookers off the. O'Brien said. , 
sh'eela and get rid of the ':These girls are really 
l /ape, getting aggressive," hesaid. 
"I went down there "They used to hit cars up at 
Thursday and some of the the stop light, but new they 
guys were saying 'Hi' and get in the street to yell at 
talking to me like we were 
old buddies," Mayor Ron 
Bah" said. "I couldn't belleye 
it." 
Police have cracked own 
on the pr~titutes in the area 
be fore -  but Bair and 
deputy police chief Thomas 
O'Brien say a recent influx 
of prostitutes and an in. 
creased aggressiveness on 
the part of the women has 
magnified the problem. 
"All of a sudden we have 
had a great influx of girls 
from other areas," Bah" 
said. "What really upsets me 
is that they are disrupting 
business in the area --  
selfreliant and adaptable 
people have been as simple 
as their needs and the land 
belonged to everyone. 
But no* the lnuit's 
~madic lifestyle ha= been 
curtailed through cen- 
t ra l i zed  government-  
established settlements 
which made administration 
people Just don't want to easier. 
walk that street anymore. The days of akin tents, 
'Tee heard from business-., iaioes, dog teams and bone 
men there that some harponus have been replaced 
customers are asking to be by prefabricated homes, 
escorted hack to their care. television and snowmobiles. 
Innit children are no 
longer taught by their 
families. They spend most of 
their time in school and 
traditional skills such as 
igloo-making, speaking 
Inuktituk, and tracking 
caribou and seal have been 
forgotten. 
And their discovery that 
and he denied the request to 
rhythmic applause from the 
1,400 delegates in the hall, 
P res ident  Spy~os 
Kyprianou of Cyprus, who 
spoke after Castro, sounded 
the first public note of 
disagreement with the 
Cuban leader. 
" Kyprlaneu said the non- 
aligned movement must 
stick to its principles end 
forget about political ex- 
pediency. 
He said: ".,. on behalf of 
Yugoslavia, Malta and 
Cyprus, I should llke to 
convey the mesaaga that we 
stand firmly for the unity of 
the non-alignad world." 
The summit meeting 
would have real moral force, 
Kyprinnou centinusd, "ff we 
abide by our principles end 
forget anything which has t~, 
dO with political or .ot~.er 
exped ienc ies . "  
• Egyptian Foreign Minister 
Butros Ghats demanded time 
to respond to what he called 
Castro's "pernic ious"  
remarks denouncing the 
Camp David, Md., accords 
that led to the Egyptian- 
Israeli peace treaty, But the 
summit moderator, Sri Lan- 
ksn President J.R. Jayewar- 
dene, said such rebuttal 
should come at a later time 
and he denied the request to 
rhythmic applause from the 
1,400 delegates in the hall, 
who included heads of 
I 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  One 
scientist says tests on a 
rsdiatio~contaminatod body 
at the Hanford Nuclear 
Re,~ervatiou have provided 
valuable information about 
the accuracy of radiation 
detection. 
However, another scientist 
and employees ata local fu- 
naral home where the body 
decomposed for four months 
have criticized the handling 
of the matter. 
The morning Post-In- 
telliganner poblisbed a cop- 
yrighted story on the matter 
Sunday. 
The remains of Stuart 
Gunn were tested at ltanford 
last week, Re died March 29 
I 
~ melanema,  skin cancer 
that spread to other organs 
in his body. Gunn, 49, was a 
physical chemist at 
Lawrence L lvermore  
Laboratory, a weapons- 
research facility in Liver- 
more, Calif. 
Dr. B. D. Breitosatein, 
head of the team of at lant is  
who exnmined the body at 
Hunford, said there wsa no. 
credible evidence' that 
Gulm's cancer wag catuled 
by radiation contamination. 
He sold' the examination 
will help scientists un- 
demtand the da~em con. 
fronting perm~ ~ to 
• alpha radiation. 
Falcons said the answer. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Falcons will be used at 
Toronto International Air- 
port this fall to keep 
potmtially dangerous flocks 
of hirde away from runways. 
Maureen Martinuk, a 
Transpor t  Canada 
spokesmen, said falcons will 
be used to scare away birds 
that could damage a Jet 
engine' if sucked into it. 
"One or two won't hurt but 
• more tlum that, especially 
flocks, can damage a Jet en- 
gine," she said in an in- 
• tea-view. 
John Mason, a Torento- 
area natural/st who will bid 
on &e falcon contract at the 
airport, careered a ta lcs  
experiment llmre cerue~ this 
year. 
"The falcon is a deadly 
enemy of the gulls. As an~ 
as they see the falcon, ovm 
as adot in the distance, they 
s~y sway." 
Mason said there was no 
fear of losing a falcon in a Jet 
engine because the falconer 
keeps his birds well away 
from runways. 
At North Bay's Jack 
Garland airport, plagued 
There have been no recent with sang.Is several years 
cases of engine damage ~o, there is not a gull to be 
caused by birds, at the air- seen during the third stun. 
port. mer of a fulcra program. 
However, l u t  week birds James Alhertie, airport 
were sucked into the eagine manager, said the program 
was tremendously sue- 
of a Boning 707 dur/ag a ceasful' 
flight to Montreal from u- .~ . t  va .o~v~ 
Prestwlck, Scotland. The , . ,  . . . .  ,^ .e l  ~.. . , . .e  .,# 
& U W & . U t t V O U I '  os&l~v i t  , v i "  plane had reduced power in  m.~.~, ,,,,,,,,.,, a fal,,on 
~.  ~, ,d , ,u .  k , ,  t l anAaA Sae l l l .  u ~ m  . m. ,H .F r~• ' - -  ~uat .u~ ~ ,.m t,~-.., m 7 " N ,~,¢ l~sm~ ~s ,~ i |  ~U~t~a a ~ 
amino  n i l  fa t@ imo in /M i  ' I psvE~-~.  ~, .  - - -m .~- -  I t "  
- -  -:~... ~--m--.~.. ; ,  in favor of recorded ielrosa 
J l~  ~Ui,. preSlOont ~K :L.-2-.--I-; ~""~ 
Suntours,: ,the ~cpmflany i : * ,~ ,~, , . ,w , ,abh .d  
which had chartered the  ~- 'T ' : ,~ : . ' . '= , '~ ,L  
~ ne, said birds were no gram was too complicated 
e .  • because staff are required 
and falcons won't chase "Birds can hit an engine 
like a load of buckshot. They birds when they are 
cause incredible damage." moulting. 
Plane 
crashes 
POWELL RIVER, B.C. 
(CP) - -  A light plane 
crashed Monday on Savory 
Island In the Strait of 
Geerala, killing beth persons 
aboard, police said. 
An RCMP spokesman said 
the crash occurred about 18 
ktlometres north of this 
British Columbia com- 
munity. 
Police refused to issue 
further details. 
there control almost all 
aspects of economic 
deve lopment  inc lud ing  
resource management. 
They also are interested in
sharing their experience 
with about 100,000 Inult in 
Canada, Alaska and Siberia. 
The major Issues here are 
land claims and Nunavut 
(our land), an Inult proposal 
for political autonomy that is 
~pected to be made pause 
later this week after the 
general assembly discusses 
it behind closed doors. 
The lnult have inhabited 
1.5 million acres of cold, 
windswept Arctic north 
moving veldcles." the North was rich in 
Bah" and O'Brien say the uranium, gas, oil, iron ore 
solution to the problem is end lead, zinc has pot the 
tougher than it looks because Inuit further behind the 
Spokane's vagraney or- elRhthail.' 
dinunce and. loitering law 
have been struck down in the "We've ,got to. start 
courts-- and the city has no fighting back," said 
current .law outlawing Amagonlik, who is running 
• prostitution, for the Tapirisat's vice- 
"We have to catch them presidency, "Language and hun~g rights are the most 
agreeing to commit asexual important aspects of 
act in return for a set price aboriginal rights." 
before we can arrest hem," 
O'Brien said. "There is no The Inuit's aboriginal 
law new where we can rights have never been 
prevent them from being ext ingu ished through 
wn there." trentieg with Canada. They 
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cepted a rule by the Nor- 
thweot Territorial govern- 
ment, although they consider 
themse lves  Canadian 
citizens. 
Land claims have plodded 
on since 1973 because the 
lnuit have insisted on linking 
political autonomy to land 
and monetary issues. 
Ottawa's general ap- 
proach to land claims has 
been to after the natives 
exclusive use ef certain 
lands, cash, a share of re- 
source royalties, plus some 
local autonomy. In return, it 
demands natives ~tingulsh 
all their claims as an 
aboriginal people, 
I The sapphire is the 
birthstone for September 
and is a blue corundum as 
the ruby is a red corun- 
dum, An  old superstition 
says t hat t he sight of a sap- 
phire will k[ll'a spider. It is 
a symbul of truth, sincerit) 
:rod constancy. The finest 
sapphires are called "Kash. 
mir" because the most 
famous sapphires came 
rein Kashmir. Before 
heir value was known the 
ativt, s used,, them as flints 
to start fire. 
• Sapphires come in other 
colorsbesides blue a.d are 
called "fancy sapphires." 
They may be yellow, pink, 
rose, orange, green, violet, 
mauve, brown, black or 
white. 
They are favorites for 
ceremonial purposes. Pope 
Innocent. I l l  decreed that 
the Bishop's Ring should 
be a sapphire set in gold, 
The famous Golden Rose, 
blessed by the Pope on the 
fourth Sunday in Lent and 
sent to a famous person, 
~hurch or community wa~ 
~f gold set with sapphires, 
We are experts in the 
care and selection of gems. 
See us for all 'your needst 
JEW~TD. 
632-2171 
216 City Centre Kitimat 
government and'at  state 
from about 60 countries. 
However,' Jayowardene's 
decision was overruled after 
Castro, as host, was elected 
president of the movement 
until the next conference 
three years later. Castro 
said: "We do not want 
anyone to claim we fear a 
debate or that we don't have 
confidence in the soundness 
of our arguments." "dis- 
Ghali sai..i he was 
concerted and shocked" by 
Castro's attack onEgypt for 
signing the treaty with 
Israel. 
"We are the only Arab 
people effectively fighting 
for Palestine at this time," 
Ghali said. He added 
Custro's criticism was 
:"unw~.V of a non-allgned 
state against another oon- 
aligned state." 
Ghali said Egypt had 
s t rugg led  aga ins t  
colonialism in the Middle 
East and, referring to 
Egyptian President Anwar 
Sadat's historic visit to 
Jerusalem in 1977, said 
Egypt had gone " to  
Jerusalem to liberate Pales. 
tine from Israeli 
colonialism." 
Castro, pounding the 
podium as he delivered his 
denunciation, accnaed :the 
United States of engaging in 
"feverish diplomatic con. 
facto" to try to modify a 
heavily anti.American draft 
declaration that Cuba has 
circulated among the non. 
aligned membership. 
"Yankee impertsl~to end 
their old and new allies 
didn't want this onMerence 
to be held in Cuba," he said, 
Labor speaks for health' 
TORONTO (CP) --  needaa voice In detoru~ 
Organized labor has decided hoalti~are programs, 
to lead a national campaign "TheeroBlonof ne of Can. 
for easy access to free hoalth~, adn'a.fln~t soc/~l programJ 
care, the president of the has to be Stopped. Riaht now 
Canadian Labor Coagresa only governments and right. 
says. 
"Medicare has to be saved 
from the gradual eroalon 
caused by irresponsible 
provincial governments and 
reaet lonary  medica l  
sasocintiom, and labor has 
ady begun the fight," 
McDermott said in k 
recent interview. 
some church, emmuner and 
wCOl~lPehrative organizations 
o~d a national con- 
ference in Ottawa in early 
November to dtsctm the 
problem. 
Jim MacDonald, ca~lrsas 
social affairs diroctor and 
the conference orpnlzer, 
said the .average person 
wing professional groups 
seem to have any voice on 
health issues, 
"One of our goals la to lay 
the groundwork for a health 
care users' allanisation to 
defend the intersats of the 
average citizen." 
~ main-iuum at the 
November conferanee will 
He said the ~ and-  be ~ the rUle,  governing 
doctors' foe-foraervlce 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT.STIKINE 
• THORNHILL WATER SUPPLY 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tandar ac~ree~ to the attention of Mr. R.H. LlOyd, 
PrOlact ~negsr, and marked "Thornhlll Water Supply" will 
be received at me Prince GeOrge office of the consulting 
Engineer until :1:00 p.m.,local time on 3S, September, 1979, 
Plane, Specification and Tender Forms may be olotalned by 
Bona Fide Bidders Only from th4 Prince G4orge office of 
Stanley Associates EnoIMeerlno Ltd., on 4, September, 1979, 
upon deposit of I certified cheque In the amount of one hundred 
(1!00..00) doll rl.per set. S_uch.deposit shill be returned upon 
SUDmlMIOn Of 1 00¢111 fide Tlnalr~ or upen the return of. Pllnl 
and Speclflcatlonl in sued condition within One wlek after the 
opening of Tandera. All Plans and Spaclflcatlonl must be 
raturned to the C0nlultlng Enslnaarl. 
Plans and SpKlflcltlonl will be lodged with the Prince 
George, Vmncwver end Terrace Conslructlon ,4Usoclatlonl. 
The work to be undertaken Includes the following: 
Contract I 
water Distribution/~lna approx. 6497 metres 
Water Service Connections approx. 1749 metres 
Conh'act :  ' 
Water Distribution N~lnl Approx. 15,S68 metres 
Service Connections Approx. $64.1 matree 
One (1) Pumphoule 
Contract S 
Reseruolr 3,27 million Iltro 
Each tender must be accompanied by • bld bone In tha amount 
of 10 percent (10 percent) of the Tender Amount, or certified 
checlue for 10 percent (ton psrcont} of the Tander Amount plus 
a Consent of Surety. 
An on site meeting will be held, starting st 2:00 p.m. local time 
on 18, September, 1979, at Terrace where bona fide tenderers 
will be able to observe soil test pits on me sits In locations 
determined by the Engineer. 
Tha Owner reserves the right to rsloct any or all tenders or to 
accept he Tender doomed most fsvourable in the interest of 
the Owner. 
MANI I ' I  &S~/J( I&I I$ I IWdNI I I ING t in  
NO. 412, 141111'. 4th Avenue 
Prince George, n.C. 
V2L  4Y2  
Mr. R.H. Lloyd, Prelect Manager 
Mr. R. MarcelUn, Planner 
Regional District of Kltlmat.Stlklne 
9 • 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG IS6 
b/lliag, the lack a programs 
to cuntroi health c~ts by 
preventing illness and 
federalprovincinl funding 
arrangements. 
"Any province which kn't 
liviag up to the pri~iplsa of 
medicare should have Its 
funds cut off by Ottawa," 
MacDonald said. "We're 
especially worried that the 
principle of universal cceu 
ts 8gins by the boardL" 
TWO BABIES SURVlVI~ 
NAPLES, Italy (AP) - -  
The two surviving Chlanesa 
octuplets, 19 days old 
Monday, are 8ainb~ we/Bht 
and continuing to improve, 
San Paolo Roapltal reported. 
Sflvona weighs 31 ounces and 
her sister Anna SO ounces. 
The octuplets were born 
Aug. 16, two months' pre- 
mature, to Pasquallna 
Chienese, who had taken 
fertility drugs and who three 
years earlier had give~ bh.th 
to sextuplets, all of whom 
died. 
N 
Save $50. Sears 
rebuilt enEines 
)ueronteed 24 months or 24,000 
I miles. Enlov brand new engine 
performance. Shop Soars 
today I
I ' 
Dodge '61.'74 
(225 to.In.) 
with trade 
$43£SS 
Reg. S487.00 
OuarlntA 
Complete ngines (with hsedi) 
Installed In passenger cars In 
normal use ere gusr egelnlt 
defects in workmanship or 
materiels for 1:1,000 m.13 
months at no cost (replacement 
or labor). 
Fast Delivery from our Van. 
muver engine depot. Call Soars 
today. 
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PllotO by Orlo IdladlMon 
POLICE ! 
NEWS 
'lhe RCMP report hat the 
Quick Stop Submarine Shop 
in Terrace was bremen into 
Sunday night. Ap-  
prox imate ly  I l l5 was taken. 
The matter ia under in- 
ves~alion. 
A woman and two chi ldren 
were taken to hospital 
Sunday eveni~ after sub 
feting minor injuries when 
their car rolled into a ditch 
on Ilighway 25 near the 
airport. The three are 
rmidmts ~[ Kilimat. Pollen 
didn't refuse names. 
~nat same evening a two- 
car accident at the Junctlen 
o~ Old Lakeise Lake Road 
and Creac~t Drive resulted 
in two Terrace realdents 
beln~ taken to h~pltal with 
m~or injuries, again pollen 
didn't give out names. 
Joseph Mantha of Terrace, 
Kim Robert Rmsla of 
Kiil~mat, James Alex Arm- 
stnmg of Terrace, Lnslie 
Lloyd Linqubt, 3~, of 
Terrace, were all charged 
with impaired driving over 
the holiday weekend by 
Terrace RCMP in separate 
incidents. 
John C~mcaivea of Terrace 
is being charged with 
dangerous driving, in the 
~termath of a h/gh4paed 
t lmmgh Terrace this 
weekend.  Goncnlven wnu 
sent to hnspiisl w i th  minor  
~unllUries suffered after an 
eemed irt bike crashed 
into a building at Graham 
ud  Kerr.  
A logging In~ek overturned 
on the Nm Road Friday 
morning, resulting in ~3,o00 
damage, The accident isstill 
under investigation by the' 
pol ice .  
Fishing gamble proved costly 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  A United States tuna boat than a0 tom of tuna allegedly today in Vancouver 
calculated risk has turned skippers as federal fisheries 
into a cosily gamble for 11 ~fieers have seized m'6re 
! ~, . L ,~ . .  I 
INFO 
HEALTH 
DR.  BOB YOUNG 
In earlier days, when beth 
heavy oak dining room 
tables and thick family 
Bibles were more common, 
treatment of a ganglion was 
relatively simple, These 
~b~ e. swe l l inp ,  o~ten seen t the wrist Joint, were 
treating in a definitive way. 
The wrist was placed on the 
dining room table and the 
cyst given a solid thump with 
the family Bible, 
This form of t rea~ent 
was so usual that a ganglion 
was commonly  ca l led  a 
'Bible cyst', a term now 
infrequently heard. 
Gangli.a (the plural) are 
found in many lmrts of the 
body and are firm, rounded, 
swollen areas. If they are 
opened, they release a straw 
colored ]elly.llke material 
that is sticky in texture. 
The cysts arise from the 
capsules of Joints, from 
tendon sheaths ,  and  f rom 
ligaments. They are found 
meet frequently about the 
hands and feet. They may be 
uncomfortable or even 
painful, depending primarily 
on whether they are pressing 
on eensltlve areas. Even a 
non-painfu l  gang l ion  can  be 
somewhat  d i~ igur ing  as  it 
may show as an obvious 
lump on the wrist. 
The actual cause of 
ganglia formation is not 
really known. Some think 
that hey represent a rupture 
a Joint cal~ule or tendon 
sheutk while others think 
that.lrritation t lhe tissue by 
meenanieal factors is the 
cause. Yet others believe 
that they may represent ew 
growths - -  in other words, 
benign tumors. 
Although annoying and 
sometimes unsightly,  
ganglia re seldom harmful. 
Occaslomdly they will press 
m underlaying nerves and 
cause damage to etmetur~ 
that have not got room to be 
pushed out of the way. In 
these circumstances it is 
advisable to seek prompt 
treatment. 
More usually the ganglion 
i s  treated because it is a 
nuisance. Many times the 
ganglion will rupture and 
disappear on its own, often to 
recur later. Sometimes the 
patient will cause it to 
disappear by playing with it 
- -  another cause for rupture. 
Aspiration with a needle, 
with or without he. injection 
o~ a little cortisone, will 
destroy many ganglia, at 
least temporarily. ' 
provincial court, They are 
facing charges of entering 
Canadian waters and il:e- 
gall~3l~ithg, ~ : ............ " "  
Bomb,  
found 
in mal l  
caught within Canada's 200- 
o~ia I limit. 
~ere seized by 
fisheries 'patrol vessels last 
week after they followed 
migrating albacore tuna up 
the west coast of the United 
States into the waters off the 
Queen Charlotte Islands .off 
the British Columbia coast. 
, "We knew there was some 
risk involved in going into There was an explosive 
Canadian waters, but it's device in the Skeena Mall 
difficulttojudgejusthowthe Friday, Police say an 
authorities are going to react unidentified resident of 
to the situation," Gordon Terrace brought a i'ailway 
Tremain, skipper of the torpedo into RCMP 
Banshee ll of Coos Bay, Ore, headquarters Friday af- 
said Monday, "Right now, it ternoon, Apparently the 
appears we lost." explosive device had been 
The Banshee II and six strapped to a mall shopping 
others boats were escorted cart, 
into Vancouver harbor The RCMP say the device 
Monday by the fisheries could easily have exploded 
patrolvessel Tanu, two days and' c~used "considerable 
after two other boats were damage ,and lnjtl~y. FoP- 
taken to Port Alberni on tuna~ely th'o torpedo 'wa~ 
Vancouver Island. Two dcfdsL~d by"thep0itce. A~: 
others were to arrive here RCMP"~okesr~an said 't~i,': 
later Monday. further detail~, .~, '.' 
Skippers of the vessels ava~ilafil'e tOL~'eleage a[..IL'.~ 
were expected to be charged timi:.. '  . . . .  , ... ~.,. 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ . .~:~z:~: ; .  - - r  , , - - . ;~  ",.~ ~.+ : 
~ , , . . /  ~ ' i~  
' D is t r i c t  of  Ter race  ' 
, !  .~, 
Parks & Recreation ~_,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :i 
The pool will be closed coi;,;:;~ncifi~ 
Tg~,, ~+'+~ ~ .  J-=.4 - Sud., ~J 
At this time it is necessary to carry out our yearly maintenance, 
Sorry for any inconvenie~,.~.e. 
You're cordially invited to our... 
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EDITORIAL 
u i 
One out of every 1,000 Canadians goes 
to jail. What is it like? Why has there 
been so many hostage incidents and so 
much violence? What changes are being 
made? What changes should be made? 
These questions will be examined by 
an ]].part series on this page of the Dally 
Herald over the next three weeks. 
The problems in the prison system and 
how and why we jail the people we do 
and in the numbers we do says a great 
deal about our society. 
The Canadian Press, Canada's 
national news.gathering co.operative, 
assigned a number of reporters to look at 
the various prisons and the problems 
changes there. 
LETTERS TO 
THE .EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
We would like to introduce 
your readers to Canadian 
Parents for French, an 
organization of volunteer 
parents from across Canada 
dedicated to the im- 
provement of French 
secpnd.langunge learning 
opportunities for their 
children.". ................. 
The goals of our 
organization are three-fold: 
CPF believes that every 
Canadian cbtid should have 
the opportunity to learn 
French to the level he or she 
in willing and able; that the 
best types of French 
language learning op- 
partunities be available; and 
to this end, CPF maintains 
llason with governmental 
and educational authorities. 
CPF acts as a resource for 
parents and educators. We 
can provide information on 
school programs, research, 
resource personnel, and 
extra curricular activities. 
We have assisted many 
parent groups in B.C. to 
obtain better French second- 
language programs in their 
schools. Four provincial nd 
four national newsletters are 
sent out annually to "keep 
members informed on the 
latest events and develop 
ments in French second- 
language learning op- 
portunities. 
If any of your readers are 
interested in our objectives 
and wish more information 
we invite them to write to 
Canadian Parents for 
French, B.C. ,Chapter, 325~. 
Cornwall Street, Pot .  ~ 
coquitlam, B.C, V3B 3G' i 
. . . . . . . . .  i 
I TODAY IN HISTORY 
Sept, 4, 1979 and hid in the house of U.S. 
The Third French 
Republic was proclaimed 
following the capture of 
Napoleon Ill during the 
Franco-Prussian War 109 
years ago today --  in 1870. 
With the fall of the empire in 
France, a government ofna- 
tional defence attempted to 
continue the war with 
Germany, but France was 
forced to capitulate a year 
later. The Third Republic 
was formally inaugurated by
decree in January, 1875, and 
the republic was organized 
trader the Constitution of 
1875. In Paris, Empress 
Eugenic fled vicious mobs 
I V- 
dentist Thomas Evans. She 
later fled to England in Mrs. 
Evans's clothes. 
1886 -- Gemnimo and the 
Apaches surrendered to the 
United States army at 
Skeleton Canyon, Ariz. 
1909 - -  The first Bey Scout 
rally was held in England. 
1918 - -  Canadian forces 
broke through the Drooourt. 
Queant line during the First 
World War. 
1929 ~ A round-the-world 
trip was completed by the 
German dirigible Graf 
Zeppelin. 
1943 --  The Italian fleet 
surrendered to the Allies in 
the Second World War. 
• /i 
"We forgot the food!" 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public Interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to rehtse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
;Ryle and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
PRISON FEATURE 
Bad, but better now 
One Canadian in 1,000 this year 
will find himself in one of Canada's 
municipal jails, provincial prisons 
or federal penitentiaries. 
Many will react the way Gilbert 
Rondeau did when he served six 
days in a Quebec provincial prison 
last spring. 
As a member of Parliament from 
1962 until his defeat in the May 22 
general election, Rondeau had been 
a bang-'era-high type. Jail changed 
that. 
"It's a damn ship of fools," said 
the M-year-old who had been con- 
victedof fraud. "It's a cancerous 
subcommittee members, rep- 
resenting the four major parties in 
the Commons. Many have yet to be 
implemented. 
But the subcommittee's report has 
become the Bible that has taught 
those in prison about how the system 
works and how it should work. Most 
important of all, it has given 
prisoners hope. They seem to rely 
less on violence and more on 
publicity. 
A series of Canadian Press in- 
terviews, with convicts, ex-convicts 
and prison 0fficials, indicates that 
management. He demands follow-up- 
reports and has,..to an:extettt, 
brought order to what had been a 
chaotic mess. 
For years, federal prisons had 
training programs, but it wasn't 
until the MPs  examined the system 
in 1976 that it was discovered the 
tickets given to prisoners who 
graduated were worthless in getting 
jobs. 
The trade courses now have 
received provincial status, meaning 
that prisoner graduate$:,,stand a 
-'thrace of finding work W~n they 
the majorproblems remain a lack of are released. 
adequate training for guards, long , Parliament has amended parole 
system which is meant as a periods of boredom for the prisoners laws to make.things tougher on corrective system, but corrects 
absolutely nothing." 
Many prisoners would agree with 
Rondeau. Conditions on the inside 
c/ten are not geared to correction 
and rehabilitation. Many prisons are 
overcrowded and have antiquated 
facilities. 
But perhaps more important -- at 
least to the prisoners -- prisons 
symbolize a hopeless future. 
And this frequently leads to 
violence' among prisoners and 
between prisoners and guards. 
However, there are signs that the 
really violent, bad old days of 1975 
and 1976 may be gone forever. But 
that may depend of the federal 
Progressive Conservative govern- 
ment. 
Feeling among penal experts is 
that if the government enacts 
legislation recommended in 1977 by 
a parliamentary subcommittee, 
major incidents will be rare. 
in fact, seinus incidents have 
declined substantially as prisoners 
wait to see what action the govern. 
ment will take on the reforms 
suggested by the parliamentary 
subcommittee. 
in 1976, prisoners in the federal 
system were threatening to destroy 
the system with three maximum 
security pens -- Laval in Quebec, 
Mlllhaven in Ontario and B.C. 
penitentiary -- heavily damaged in 
riots. 
In 1975 and 1976, there were 69 
major incidents in federal in. 
stitutions, including 35 in which a 
total of 92 hostages were taken by 
prisoners. 
There were only two incidents 
classed as major last year and the 
same numbe~, in the first six months 
c/ this year. And by previous 
standards the inc!dents were 
unremarkabi. 
"What we regarded as major now 
would have been regarded as minor 
a few years ago," said Howard 
Mansfield, chief security analyst for 
the federal system. 
After the problems of 1976, the 
parliamentary subcommittee found 
the prison system to be in a state of 
crisis, its management fat and in- 
effective, its guards unsupervised 
and brutal and its prisoners 
seething, 
Sixty-five recommendations for 
reform were endorsed by all 13 
and poor facilities. 
There appeared tobe a consensus 
that tinkering with the penitentiary 
system, rather than making major 
changes, could lead to violence. 
There is no consensus, however, 
on whether things have changed for 
the better since some of the sub- 
committee's recommendations were 
implemented. 
An ex-convict in Laval -- the old, 
infamous St. Vincent de Paul pen in 
Montreal -- says there is more 
repression than ever and more 
suicide attempts than ever. 
However, Quebec institutions are 
not a microcosm of the Canadian 
penal system. Violenceis higher. 
than anywhere else and some 
prisoners ay guards are promoted 
on the basis of how tough they are. 
At Millhaven, an official said 
guards now are better trained and 
conditions have improved. Another 
official said there are still some 
.hard.core guards who like to make 
life miserable for prisoners. 
At Stony Mountain in Manitoba, a
corps of "living unit officers" has 
been formed to make life more 
bearable for convicts. They don't 
wear uniforms, are permanently as- 
signed to cell areas and counsel 
prisoners. 
Officials say the move has been 
effective. Some prisoners don't 
agree. 
"It's a farce," said a convict. 
"Before, these guys were normal 
everyday guards. 
"So they take them out of uniform 
and make them counsellors without 
proper training." 
One improvement that nobody 
argues about is that penal officials 
appear to be listening to the 
prisoners. 
"I think more use is being made of 
correspondence," said Mansfield. 
*'The Inmates get an answer now 
and not just a flippant one." 
When a prisoner is charged with 
an offence, his side now is heard by 
an independent chairman rather 
than by the deputy warden. Prisoner ' 
committees and citizen's com- 
mittees have been encouraged and 
they often work together to correct 
situations that in the past might 
have become confrontations. 
Correctional Commissioner 
Howard Yeomans knows little about 
prisons, but a good deal about 
prisoners whose parole is revoked. 
• And within the system, two special 
handling units, known as SHUs, 
have been built, one at Millhaven 
and one at the Correctional Develop- 
ment Centre in Montreal. 
• Anyone who takes a hostage, 
escapes or engages inviolence while 
in prison winds up in an SHU for at 
least 10 months. 
Prisoners are looked up in the 
SHUs for 19 hours a day, with a TV 
. set as their only diversion. The cells 
have three steel walls and a concrete 
wall. A light burns 24 hours a day. 
Prisoners consider them a great 
step backward in reform. 
One long-term prisoner a t  
Millhaven gouged out his eyes in the 
hope that he would be set back to the 
United States and paroled. He'll get 
./ ~s freedom, but he's blind in one eye 
and has only five-per-cent vision in 
the other. 
He had been in the Miliheven SHU. 
In Winnipeg jail, a cceple Of 
prisoners committed suicide after 
spending eight months in cubicle- 
like cells with toilets in full view of 
everyone in the area. As in most 
jails, they had nothing to occupy 
them. 
The physical ?acilitles, the lack of 
hope and  outright boredom 
seemingly boust the suicide rate 
among convicts is 12 times that of 
the public at large. 
Wardens, guards and prisoners 
are all worried about the growing 
number of persons doing a minimum 
of 25 years for first-degree murder, 
and 10 to 25 years for second-degree 
murder. 
More than 1,000 prisoners are 
serving time for murder and about 
100 have been given the 25-year 
sentence since 1976, meaning they 
won't be eligible for parole until the 
2lst century. 
Twenty-five years in any prison 
ilmtltutionallzes prisoners to the 
point where they are largely 
helpless when they finaUy get out, 
officials say. 
A John Howard Society 
spokesman in Kingston said: "A 
prison system Is an environment 
where you've got a number of forces 
working against each other ... That's 
why we advocate smaller in- 
stitutioas where people (staff and 
prisoners) can communicate one on 
one," 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
OITAWA - Wlm'sin dmrge of the new Conscrvati~. 
shop here? 
Sometimes you wonder. 
• Joe Clark as Prime Minister has the magic wand of 
power but gives the impression of being a slow learn~ 
in the art of high command. 
Too often he looks like he's just one of the boys 
senior class, of course - -  one of the star studentl 
perhaps, but not exactly the prefect. 
Perhaps it's inexperience, may be even a well- 
intentioned etermination to let a little democracy 
enlighten the command post. 
This on the basis that if he isn't seen to he The Mall 
Unquestionably in Charge, he can't he held respOn- 
sible when things go wrong, as go they do in any ad- 
ministration. 
When Pierre Trodeau was head man there never 
was any doubt, especially among the Liberals, in., 
cluding the Cabinet, who wan in charge, 
Even more than the Liberals, the opp~ition Con- 
sorvatives recognized Pierre Trudeau as No. 1. 
Responsible for everything. 
So, when the end finally came after 16 years  of 
:' Liberal power,to blame for everything including.tim 
, black marks against he administration smudges on 
: the record by former Prime Minister Lester Pearson 
in his five years. 
But with Prime Minister Joe Clark it's different. 
The Official Word - -  presumably his - -  is spending 
restraint. 
But is it? 
There's Treasury Board President Sinclair Steveas 
. busy with plans to cut 60,000 public servants from the 
payroll through attrition, while hard at work trying to 
bring down to their proper positions those civil so;- 
• rants who have been "over.classified" - -  promoted 
beyond their abilities and even responsibilities bythe 
Old Boys' Network in tim bureaucracy. 
So give Sinclair (snickerty-snack) S~vens credit for 
trying. .: 
~ But while Sine slaves away carrying out Joe Clark't 
orders, others on the cabinet eam are giving him the 
business. 
Like Privy Council President Walter Baker wh~ 
Ottawa riding is heavily populated by. naturally 
nervous public servants. . • ~ :,.. ~::,. 
• To put them at their ease Walter has been soothing 
them with the promise that the Conservatives are  
generously going to forget about Bill, C~0. 
~,, ,Thetc ,smS the,piece,of, legislation b~,ught into the- 
Commons by Trudeau's Liberals to pro~/e that after 
they had let the public service staff run wild to 
something over 500,000, they weren't really soft on tim 
bureaucracy. 
With Bill C-2S they were going to "tie" thoee high- 
flying public service salaries to pay scales for corn -~ 
mensurate responsibilities in the private sector. 
Great idea, enthused the Conservatives at the time, 
even claiming they had thought up the idea in the.first 
place. 
,~ ~ ~[!t,w, a~ ago od on.e, undit would have dunethe trick oL 
. ~mi~g~tiie:public.payr011. - ~ .,~,.~i~,~..~ v' ~ .~;~ 
But now, says Walter Baker, the Conservatives aN 
going to forget about it. 
That's only one example, though. 
Take the business of moving the Veterans' Affairs 
Department to Prince Edward Island, Allan 
McKinnon, Defence and Veterans Minister, says the  
move is off. Too expensive, and anyway there's really 
no need for a Veterans' Department. 
But David MacDonald, Communications Minister 
and member of the "Red Tory" inner cabinet, says it's 
on. 
'So"it's"~n. - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,- v . . . .  
McKinnon says Defence 707 jets won't be used to fly 
Viet refugees and Immigration Minister Ron Atkey 
says they would. And they were. 
The place is full of contradictions. In every office, in 
many official announcements, but most of all in 
Finance Minister Crosbie's offhand dismissal of Joe 
Clark's election manifesto and vote-winning promises. 
Who's in charge? 
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
I 
We need d revolution. 
Yes, a revolution is our outlook and thinking 
regarding energy, pollution, waste, and all the other 
problems that plague and obsebs us today. 
There are two possible approaches to  tboae 
'problems', one is the pie-concept, in which all is finite 
andmay be used up, or the unlimited supply idea, 
which recognizes the unlimited options available to us, 
i f  we will only use our intelligence and imagination. 
At present the first approach isall to prevalent. It b 
trumpeted on T.V., radio and in our periodicals. 'The 
world is ,a pie', they imply. 'We are using ~o~ 
polluting it and it will run out.' 
The truth is, Mother Nature supplies us with an 
abundance ofeverything, including problems to solve. 
Fortunately, we were supplied with adequate brains 
with which to do just that, ff we care to hop to it. 
At the present ime, the 'viewers with a ldrm'  are 
making the most noise. The doers, the achievers, the 
inventors, have been pushed into the background. For  
~z~tPle.: wc read and hear a lot about Mllfoil weed 
rare consequences, but what about he machine 
that clears it out, and what a market for milfoll 
products? Does it have food value? Would it be 
marketable? And we are constantly reminded about 
our effluent society m which we are to be drowning in 
our own effluent. Not if it were proeesmd and turned 
into something useful and marketable. No, the 
~heeWearrSe~th.a/~m will..not accomplish any of this. 
cy- rc  ,ooKmg zor proolems, not solutions. Leave all 
that to the free-enterpriser. Get off his back and Just 
watch how he will turn sawdust into wallboard, ex- 
crement into fertilizer and weeds into electric powor. 
Approach number one is a deadend street of 
frustration and despair. 
Let us try approach number two. Let us reduce the 
interference and taxes and over-regnlatlun that stifles 
all progress, and let us encourage the free thinker to 
come up with new ideas in the field of pollution, weed 
control, energy and all the problems that face us these 
days. And let him profit (yes, I used that word) from 
the revolution that he will help to bring about. 
Or would you prefer the M.arxist ype of revolution? 
Eddie Murray's bat and 
Mike Flanngan's arm led 
Baltimore Orioles to a 2-I, 5-1 
holiday doubleheader sweep 
Orioles singing sweetly now 
llth inning. 
Flanagan, 20-7, became 
the major's first 20-game 
winner this season with a 
¢/ Toronto Blue Jays in of their last 18 games, took 
American League basebal the opener 2-1 on'Murray's 
setioh Monday. tichreaking, bases-loaded 
The Ofleles, winners of 10 single with none out in the 
SP(:)RTS 
TERRACE.KITIMAT 
Esks crush Calgary 
CALGARY ' (CP ' i -  Ed- serious threat only once in fourth quarter as the fans pace the Eskimo pass 
montoa Eskimos capitalized the second half., Hufnagel beaded for the exits, receivers. 
Buffer scored the winning 
touchdown at 2:25 of the 
• S~nd quarter, picking off a 
John Hufnagel pass at 
~ 's lO-yard.llne and into the end zone. 
a key interception and returnedin the third quarter, 
advanfnge : ra sput-advancing the ball to the 
feting Calgary,.,offense as Edmonton 39. 
they o ve~lmwerQd ,, the. But, the Calgary quar- 
8tampeaer_~u~l c,~P ,-~L .-. terback, was. dumped and 
Canadian lVd~tball I~gue fumbled the bail into the 
Iiune Monday. hands of Eskimo middle 
l )etenelve back Gregg linebaeker Dan Kepley, 
snuffin~ the threat. 
+ 
Despite'the lopsided score, For Calgary, Tom Porzani 
Calgary amassed 17 first caught six passes for 82 
dewm to Edmonton's 14. But yards, while Armstead and 
Edmonton piled up 252 yards Willie Burden accumulated 
net offence, 167 yards of it in 43 yards on four and five 
the air, while Calgary had completions respectively. 
2'/3 yards, with 219 on the Burden was also 'Calgary's 
pass. , top rusher, with 30 yards on 
Edmonton running back seven carries. 
Cornerback Larry High- Jim Germany led the of- Hufnsgel threw 17 com- 
baugh picked ups fumble by fence, rushing for 124 yards pletions on 34 pass attempts, 
Calgary's Willie Armstead on 14 carries, with no other while Johnson was good on 
and returned the Calgary 23 Edmonton ball carrier even three of eight attempts. 
to set up Moon's one-yard close. Tommy Scott caught Hufnagel was intercepted 
touchdown run late in the four passes for 110 yards to three times 
Bombers  win  28-11  
REGINA (CP) -- Quarter- 
beck Dieter Brock threw two 
touchdown passes and 
scored one himself Monday 
afternoon to power Winnipeg 
Dine Bombers to a 28-11 
Western Football Con- 
ference victory over the 
hapless Saskatchewan 
Roughriders. 
The win was the Bombers' 
second consecutive over the 
.Roughrtdem and their third 
in their last four games. Sas- 
katchewan, halfway through 
their egular season, has yet 
to win in eight games. 
Winnipeg was in control 
from the outset, opening a 14- 
1 firstqunrter lead, going 
ahead 21-10 at the half and 
increasing the margin to 28- 
11 after three quarters. 
Brock hooked up with wide 
receiver Mike Holmes on a 
75-yard pass and run play in 
the first quarter and hit Cord 
Paterson from 10 yards out 
in the third quarter for the 
Bombers' two touchdowns 
through the air. 
The Winnipeg quarterback 
dove over from the one-yard 
line on a third-down play for 
the other Bomber touch- 
duwn. 
Kicker Bernie Ruoff 
handled the rest of the 
Winnipeg scoring, booting 
field goals of 25 and 19 yards 
and an 60-yard single, which 
the anemic Saskatchewan came was in the second 
output, quarter, when they 
The closest Saskatchewan arrowed the score to 14-10 
A capacity crowd of 34,825 
booed 'repeatedly as the 
Slampederl failed in their 
attempt .strengthened their 
offonca by switching to a 
dmtlpm formation. • 
Wide receiver Waddell 
Smith and backup quar- 
ts'back Warren Moon ac- 
cmmtod for the other Ed- 
nMOtoO touchdowns. Dave 
Cutler converted all three, 
kicked kingles from 42 and 57 
yards and added a 5&yard 
field goal. Punier Hank 
Basic added a single on a 63- 
yud boot. 
Calgary's only point came 
i m a 4S-yard single when J. 
T. Hay missed a field goal in 
;~ ~e first quarter. 
The win moved the un- 
beaten Grey Cup champions 
into first place in the 
WesterP Cooferenea with 14 
i~ ,  one ahead of Bdtish 
umbla Lions. Calgary 
~e~im in third spot with 10. 
tler'a pus intercept/on 
came after running back 
~uump recovered 
bls own fumble on a punt 
return deep in Calgary 
torritery. A holding penalty 
m the same play gave the 
Mampedara the bell at their 
me, yard line. 
The Eeldmoa gained good 
field pmitlon and several 
ys later Mike McTague's 
punt and a no yards 
penalty left Edmonton with 
[he ball at the Calgary 40. 
" ~ to Smith and John 
]r,~mthowski advanced the 
seven.hitter in the second- 
game. Pat Kelly, whose 
pinch single was turned into 
the winning rue. in the first 
game, led off the second 
inning of the nightcap with a 
homer to ignite a four.run 
outburst off Dave Lemanc- 
zyk, just off the dis~ !~,.d list. 
The sweep fatter+,:,',: ~:,lti- 
moro's lead in t~:,~ ~ant 
Division to 8½ games over 
Milwaukee Brewers, 6-3 
winners over Oakland A's 
with the help ot Corman 
Thomas's league-leading 
38th home run. 
Elsewhere in the AL, Don 
Baylor hit a three-rum homer 
in the first inning and Bobby 
Grich added asolo shot in the 
fourth, leading California 
Angels to a 6.5 victory over 
Chicago White Sox. 
Oscar Gamble and Bobby 
Murcer slammed two-run 
homers and rookie Brad 
Gulden drove in three runs, 
helping Ron Gnidry win his 
ninth straight game as New 
York Yankees defeated 
Boston Red Sox 10-6. 
Mike Hargrove led off the 
fifth inning with a solo 
homer, breaking a 3-3 tie and 
giving Cleveland Indians a4- 
3 victory over Detroit Tigers. 
Night games had Kansas 
City Royals meeting the 
Twins at Minnesota nd 
Seattle Mariners playing 
host to Texas Rangers. 
On Sunday, Toronto 
outlasted Seattle 8-5, 
Oakland owned Detroit 5.4, 
Baltimore dumped• Min- 
neso~ 3-1, Texas beat Bos- 
ton 7-6, New York tripped 
Kansas City 6-5, California 
defeated Cleveland 6.2 and 
Milwaukee whipped'Chicago 
7-2. 
On Saturday, Seattle 
edged Toronto 3-2, Kansas 
City outlasted New York 9-8, 
Texas beat Boston 5-4, 
Oakland beat Detroit 6.3, 
Minnesota shaded Baltimore 
3-2, California dumped 
Cleveland 7-4 and Chicago 
got past Milwaukee 4-3. 
In the National League, 
Steve Carlton add Tug 
McGraw teamed up on a one- 
hitter -- Steve Nicnsia's 
sixth-inning double -- to 
snap Pittsburgh's six-game 
winning streak and lead 
Philadelphia Phlllies to a 2-0 
victoryover the Pirates in 
the opener of a 
doubleheader. Dale Berra 
drove in three rum and Jim 
ball to the Calgary 15 to set 
up Smith's touchdown catch. 
Ken, Johnson, who 
replaced llufuagel after the 
first Eskimo touchdown, 
tried the ahoqpm formation 
todly, bat the Calgary  :ive crumbled line 
Under heavy preseure from 
the Eskimo dofonce*. 
• Curler's field goal late in 
the Mcond quarter lifted the 
I~os  to all 18-1 balftime 
lead. 
came on the ensuing kickoff 
after Holmes' major. He 
converted all the touch- 
downs. 
The Saskatchewan offence 
was once again ullified. For 
the third consecutive game, 
the Riders failed to score a 
touchdown. 
Scoring came from the foot 
of Bob Macorltti.' The 
Saskatchewan kicker booted 
field goals of 38, 81 and 19 
The Stampeders, playing yards in the second quarter. 
without inJ~ured star running He kicked singles of 38 and 45 
I~adk James Sykes, were a _ yards to account for the rest 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
invites applications for 
MIINAGERS, OOACHES 
I TRAINERS 
forlie Rep Teams 
Applications sent to: 
Bernie Selderp Pall Pros, 
P.O, Box 131 
Terraoet B,B, 
Clackls 11i also Iloded for some house Ioape 
tOOlS, Apply T.H.H.A., Box 121, Terrace, D.C. 
r I 
; t '~F  
Rocker notched his 100th 
career victory as the Pirates 
beat the Phtllies 7-3 in the 
second game. 
Gary Carter keyed a 
threerun first inning with a 
two-run homer and Bill Lee 
and Stun Bahoaen combined 
on a six-hitter to pace 
Montreal Expos to a 7-2 
victory over New York Mets 
in the first game of a double. 
bender. 
Redney Scott squirmed out 
of a rundown play between 
second and third base with 
the help of a wild throw by 
New York second baseman 
Doug Flynn and came 
around to score in the 10th 
inning to give the Expos a 6-5 
victory in the second game. 
Rookie right-hander John 
Fulgham stopped Chicago n 
five hits and the surging St. 
Louis Cardinals made it four 
in a row with a 2-I victory 
over the Cubs. 
• Dave Collins's run-scoring 
single in the eighth inning 
gave Cincinnati Reds a 8-5 
triumph over Atlanta Braves' 
as Gene Gerber set a major 
-league record for moat losses 
by a relief pitcher in a 
season. Garber'ssetbaek 
was his 15th, erasing the 
record of 14 held by pitchers 
in beth the National and 
American Leagues, the last 
being Mike Marshall with 
Los Angeles Dodgers in. 1975. 
In late games, it was 
Houston Astroa entertaining 
Los Angeles Dodgers. and 
San Diego Chargers playing 
host to San Francisco 
Giants. 
On Sunday, Montreal 
humbled Cincinnati 13-I, 
Philadelphia nipped Atlanta 
2-I, New York defeated 
Houston 5.4, Los Angeles 
dumped Chicago 6-2, St. 
Louis shaded San Diego 2-I 
and Pittsburgh beat San 
Francisco 53.  
On Saturday, Montreal 
dumped Cincinnati 7-2, 
Philadelphia beat Atlanta 6. 
4, Houston downed New York 
3-1, Los Angeles defeated 
Chicago 5-4 and Pittsburgh 
took a pair from San 
Francisco, 5-3 and 7-2. 
HALF HAVE TWO SETS 
Some 98 per cent of all 
households in"the United 
States have television, more 
than threequarters of them 
color sets. About half the 
homes have two sets.. 
Th! Ikrald, Tuesdsy, September 4, 1979, Pagl | 
Pork Butt 
Shoulder Roast 
Bone In. ¢+ 
152.18 ks) 
lb. 
Sliced Side Bacon '..11 
1" Swift Premium or 'J Lazy Maple. 1 lb. (454 g) Packsge . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
JLamb Shoulder Chops .4gJ 
.......................... I I  
Tomato Soup 
4Tloo 
10 fl. oz. (28,4 mL) . . . . . . . . . . .  In 
!!,!rus Ju icte I 
~sWnted Flu_yours . . . . . . . .  9 
Tide Detergent 
Powdered for the Laundry " h 98 
4.8 kg Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  V 
Potatoes 
Norpld 
B.C. Grown 
15. 09 
No. 1 Grade ................. i i  
Pears 
Bartlett. Handy Pak. ( kg) 
B.C. Grown. Commercial  Grade. 
18 lb. Case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5" 
Casaba Melons 99 c 
California. Size 5 Large. Each . . . . . .  
We reserve the right to limit quantifies. 
Sales In retail quantifies only. 
.l~ge S, The Herald, Tuesday, September 4, 1979 
Smith makes his name 
HAMILTON (CP) --  StadLum saw the Ticats put Tom Clements waiting in the ground game produced an 
Rookie quarterback Ed on their best home per- wings, found John Holland additional 84. 
Smith came of abe and with a 53-yard scoring paso 
Hami l ton T iger .Cats ,  early in the second quartez 
bolstered by a vicious that put Hamilton in front to 
defensive display, overcame stay. 
Ottawa Rough Riders 16-9 in Jesse O'Neal, a giant 
a Canadian Football League defensive nd who recently 
game Monday night, returned to the Ticats alter a 
The Labor Day crowd of stint in the National FootbaU 
19,-246 at Ivor Wynne league, led the fired-up 
Hamilton defenders. 
Besides harassing the 
Ottawa offensive backfield 
mo6t of the night, O'Neal 
returned an errant pass by 
Riders quarterback Con. 
dredge Holloway 27 yards for 
the other Hamilton TD. 
Hamilton kicker Nell 
Lumsden converted both 
touchdowns and added two 
singles on missed field.goal 
attempts. 
Newcomer Emmett King, 
a hlgh-stepping running back 
from the training camp of 
the NFL's New York Jets 
and the University of 
Houston, romped 53 yards 
down the sideline for the 
Ottawa touchdown the first 
time he handled the ball. 
Usually-dependable Gerry 
Organ missed four field-goal 
attempts in the game. The 
Ottawa kicker settled for two 
singles off the missed efforts 
--  two others fell short-- and 
added a convert to complete 
the Ottawa scoring. 
While O'Neal, Jim Heighton, 
Mike Riley and sophomore 
linebacker Ben Zambiasi 
were badgering the Ottawa 
offensive backfield, Smith 
and newcomer Holland were 
formance in several years, 
hardly looking llke a club 
that went into the contest 
sporting a I-6 season's 
record. 
Smith, with a new-found 
maturity and the spectre o! 
recently-acquired veteran 
Borg wins 
but barely 
NEWYORK (At))--Four- with service to the 
time Wimbledon champion tiebreaker. With the score 
i~arn Borg had to struggle tied 2-2, Borg won four points 
the first time in the 1979 in a row, passing Stockton 
U.S. Open tennis cham- 
plomhllm, but still advanced 
totl~ quarter.finals with a 6- 
4,1-6, 74, 7-5 victory Monday 
over Dick Stockton. 
Borg, who has never won 
the Open and needs a victory 
to keep alive his hopes for 
the Grand Slam, won his first 
three matches with ease, 
losing Just I I  games in nine 
But Stncktonl 25, a Texan 
whese career has been ham- 
pored by injuries, gave Borg, 
13, tough competition 
Monday. 
Borg won the final three 
games of the first set, in- 
eluding a decisive service 
break in the ninth game. But 
Stockton refused to fold. He 
came out ehargin8 in the 
second set, attacking the net 
¢ffncUvely and winning the 
first three games to lake 
command. 
When Stockton broke 
mice  to win the opening 
game d the third set, Borg 
suddenly found himself 
behind in the match --  a 
meat unusual position for the 
Swedish star. He responded 
llke a champion. 
Borg broke right hack to 
oven the set, which then went 
with brilllnnt shots from the 
baseline. After Stockton 
scored on a volley, Borg beat 
him with a fine crosscourt 
passing shot to win the 
tiebrcaker 7.3 and the set 7-6. 
REFUSES TO QUIT 
Stockton refused to quit. 
After giving up a break in the 
fifth game, he broke back to 
draw even at 5-5. But Borg 
bounced right back, 
breaking Stockton'a serve at 
love, then holding his own 
service to close the match. 
"I was very fortunate to 
win the third set," said Borg. 
Also advancing to the next 
round were fourth-seeded 
Vires Gernlaltis, who beat 
10th-seaded Josc-Luis Clerc 
af Argentina 7-6, 6-2, 6-2 and 
unseeded Johan Kriek of puttin on a passing display 
SeuihAfriea,whoeliminated _. r miniscent of the 1960s 
Yannick Noah of France 6-3, when the Ticats were win- 
6-3, 4-6, 1-6, 6-4. 
In women's play, Marlina 
Navratilova beat Greer 
Stevens of South Africa 6-2, 
6-2, Virginia Wade of Britain 
advanced when Margins 
Marsikova of t~.- :h- 
ealovakia retired because of 
a twisted ankle'and Evonne 
Geolagong defeated Jeanne 
DuVall of France 6-3, 3-6, 6-O. 
ning Grey Cupa with Bernie 
Faloney pitching to Hal 
Patterson. 
Holland, playing his first 
game since joining the club 
from Buffalo Bills of the Na- 
tional Football League, 
caught six passes for 112 
yards. Smith connected on II 
of his 23 attempts for 172 
yanrds and the Hamilton 
Dexter Green, who also 
joined the Tiger-Cats last 
week, supplied the major 
part of the ground attack 
with 39 yards on 16 carries, 
although he was nailed 
several times behind the line 
of scrimmage. 
Ottawa had the edge in 
first downs 16 to 13, in 
rushing by 133 yards to 84 
and in net (gfence, 260 to 227. 
But the Riders, 3-4-1 on the 
season and a point behind 
Toronto Argonauts and 
Montreal Alonettes in the 
Eastern Conference stan- 
dings, were unable to put on 
the some spirited finish that 
gave them a 31.29 victory 
over Montreal east week. 
Led by Heighton's three 
sacks, one with the 
assistance of Riley, the 
Tieats got to Hoiloway six 
times for substantial Insses. 
They also Intercepted two 
of his passes, one by O'Neai 
for his touchdown and the 
other returned 35 yards by 
Harold Wood after the pass 
was deflected by O'Neal. 
That play ultimately re. 
snited in Lumeden's second 
single. 
I-lolloway completed 14 of 
his 26 passes but his teared 
receivers were tied up by the 
Hamilton defensive blanket. 
Martin Cox, who caught 
three touchdown passes in 
his first league start 
angainst Montreal last week, 
made only two receptions for 
17 yards and tight end Tony 
Gabriel was limited to one 
catch for 14 yards. 
Gabriel's catch, however, 
stretched his CFL con. 
secutive game string to 100. 
Holloway, who went the 
distance although it was 
evident that a rib injury was 
affecting his play, spread his 
passing around. He con- 
netted with King four times 
for 28 yards and made two 
completions to each of four 
other receivers. 
The Big T are this year's Terrace Scrub League champions. 
Herald Staff PhOtO 
with a 
Tourney said a success 
BY DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
For personal use 
e . ¢ .~ • Earn high inLereot everyu,..,: 
r 
• No minirTlum balance requl  ud. 
Ask now at any Royal B .tfti 'c 
TI-i E CALCULATOR 
The 26- team softball 
tournament which took 
place over the long 
weekend would up 
Monday evening with Big 
T beating Finning 
Tractor 11-8 in a soggy by 
exciting contest at 
Riverside Park  in 
Terrace. 
The eventual winners 
advanced to the finals by 
beating B.C. Hydro 13-10 
in the 1 PM game Moo- 
day. They had beaten 
B .C .  .Assessment  
Authority 15-6 and 
Karpals Fa l lers  15-8. 
Finning Tractor  won 
their semi-f inal game 
aga ins t  T ranspor t  
Canada 12-8. They had 
advanced to the semis by 
beating Highways 15-7 on 
Sunday and the TK Blues 
13-11 Monday at 9 am 
OO0 
:'.';",~ '. 
Available 
at the Royal Bank 
Good feelings were 
evident during the 
awards ceremony, and 
tournament director Debt 
Pe l le t ie r  was  
congratulated by several 
part ic ipants after the 
awards were distributed, 
not all of them from the 
winning team. Pelletier 
said after the tournament 
ended that the tour- 
nament's philosophy may 
have to be re-thought for 
next year. 
"We'll either have to 
emphasize that it is a fun 
tournament, orwe'll have 
to change the rules to 
make it more serious. 
There are over 270 people 
playing in the league 
now, and this tournament 
was so big that it was 
being f;aken quite 
seriously. 
In other games Sunday 
at Riverside Park,  
Karpa ls  beat Bad 
Company 10-8, B.C. 
Hydro beat the Charlie 
Brown Sex 12-11, and Co- 
op took Overwaitea 20-5. 
On Sunday at Rotary 
Perk, it was TK Blues 
over Heavy  Duty 
Operators 8-7, Transport 
Canada over E lker 's  
Tigers 7-6 and Auto 
Marine Electr ic over 
Medical Clinic 15-5. 
Other quarter-f inal 
games saw Hydro drop 
Co~p 17-10 and Transport 
beat Auto Marine 13-9. 
Even though it rained 
on the final , over 150 
people got wet watching 
and hopes appear high 
that next years tourney 
will be even better. 
BULKLEY VALLEY FAIR 
Terrace riders do well 
By DON 8CHAFFER 
Herald Staff WRltei" 
Terrace riders did ex- 
ceptionally well in the 
Bulkley Valley Fall Fair's 
horse show, held August 25 
and 26. High Point Horse was 
a beautiful grey mare, 
Driftwood Costile, ridden by 
Nlns Kavanagh. 
High Point Jr. A was 
Kathy Barber and High 
~Point Jr. B wns'a tie between 
Tammy Rinsma, and Amy 
Lloyd. 
.~.~.~.:.~.~.~.~.~Z~....:~..~::.:~:.:..~.~.::~.:.~.~.~.~.:.:.:~:.:.~.~.:.:::.~:.::::~:::::~:;:::;~;:;:;~;~;:;~;~;:;~. 
BALLS UP HERE SOON 
John Bear, who recently won the Canadian 
Amateur Snooker Championship, will be in 
Terrace Nov. 3 and 4 to promote the game of 
anooker. 
Bear will be at Danny's Place, the poolhall of 
Kalum Street, to give pointers to both new and 
old players, and to provide the public with a 
trick-shooting demonstration. 
To coincide with Bear's appearance, Danny's 
Place is having a sneaker tournament with the 
finals to be played the weekend of Nov. 
Registration for this tournament is at Danny's 
Place, and is open until Sept. 30. Fees will be l0 
for men and $5 for women. 
Bear was involved in the World Class Amateur 
Invitational Sneaker Tournament in Toronto 
...;:;:::::;:::;~':::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::~;:;.-;:;..;:;:;~. • ..;<;......:. 
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Dislriot of Terraoe 
SALE BY TE|RR 
ON AS IS WHERE IS BASIS 
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
1- Sears 28 mm F: 2.8 Camera Lens 
2 • Ladles Timex Wrist Watch 
3 - Mens Bulova Wrist Watch 
4. Cassette Tape Case wl:h 7 tapes 
5 - Eight Track T~pe Case 
6. Eight Track Tape Case with 15 tapes 
7. Eight Track Tape Case with 1.$ tapes 
8. Eight Track Tape Case with 15 tapes 
9. Tackle Box with assorted fishing tackle 
10. Zenith Field Glasses (e x 30 power) 
11 - Cabra Cam 89 CB Radio (Base station & 2 
portables] 
12 • Suntour, Mens, Blue, 10 speed 
13 • Brentwood, M.ens, Yellow, 10 speed 
14. Klondlker, Mens, Yellow, 10 speed 
15. The Rallegh, Mens, Red, 10 speed 
16. Favarlt, Mens, Purple, 10 speed 
17. The Rallegh, Mens, Gold, tO speed 
18 • Sprinter, Mens, Yellow, 10 speed 
19 - Sprinter, Mens, t~'ange, 5 speed 
210 ~ Norco, Boys, Red~. single speed 
Sprinter, Boys, Brue, single speed 
22 - Sprinter, Boys, Blue, single speed 
23 - CCM, Boys, Green, single speed 
24 - CCN,, Boys, Blue, single Sl~,ed 
25 - Sears, Buys, Yellow, single speed 
26 - AIIpra, Boys, Blue, single speed 
27 - Norco, Boys, Purple, single Speed 
28. Brentwood, Boys, Blue, single speed 
29 - Duomatlc, Boys, Gold, single speed 
30. Glider, Ladles, Blue, single speed 
31. Sprinter, Girls, Green, single speed 
32. CC/~, Galaxle, Girls, Blue, single speed 
33 - Black Hawk, Girls, Blue, slngte speed 
34 - Blue, Chllds, single speed 
35- Assorted Bike Parts 
35. Smith.Corona Flguremaflc Adding Machine 
Items may be Inspected at the works yard at 32]5 
Eby Street dally from t to 3 PM - Tuesday, Sept. 4th 
through Friday, Sept. 7th. 
Bids must be in the hands of the undersigned on or 
before Sept. |2th, ]979 at 3 PM, and must be In an en- 
velope marked "Tender" to the Attention M.S. 
Flaagesund, The District of Terrace, No..$.3215 Eby 
St., Terrace, B.C. 
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Any Item not claimed on or before the 10th day after 
notification will be sold to the next hlgheet bidder. 
District of Terrace 
per: M.S. Fleagesund 
One of the highlights of the 
show was a sweep of nil 
placings in the Open Show 
Hack Class. This class calls 
for very high levels of 
schooling so it was a real 
compliment to Terrace. 
Aside from these winners 
many other Terrace 
residents did well. In the 
halter classes, Driftwood 
Castile, owned by Nina 
Kavanagh, placed first in 
Half-Arabian Mares and was 
Reserve Champion Arabian. 
in Other Registered Breeds, 
The Inn Hone, also owned 
by Ms. Kavnnngh, placed 
second. 
Mtsty's E. shadow and 
Hunter, both owned by Art 
Lorimer, finished one-two in 
Part.Bred Morgans, and in 
Morgan Mares, Dainty 
Dimity, owned by Laurie 
Forbes finished first and 
Keel's Skecna Mist, owned 
by R. and T. Forbes, finished 
second. Robert Kirach's 
Triton Rubiayat was first 
Morgan Stallion and Morgan 
Champion, while Wolfgsag 
Kringrs Hai-Ter Chllkat was 
second Morgan Stallion and 
Reserve Morgan Champion. 
Reboda. Halvorsen's Enas 
Field and Teresa Balatti's 
Meziadin Kingwere first and 
second in Morgan Geldings. 
Get ~/Sire was Smokeyfield, 
owned by Alberta Reck. 
Terrace riders also took 
their share of the Per- 
formance Class's high 
placinga. Alison Maximchuk 
took second in Jr. A 
Showmanship, Amy Lloyd 
was first in Jr. B. 
Showmanship, and Nlcole 
Klrsch and Sherry Kitsch 
flnkhed first and second in 
Jr. C Showmanship. Amy 
Lloyd won Jr. B Bareback 
Equitation, while Nina 
Ka~,anagh was second in Sr. 
Showmanship. Tero Hill's 
Nero, ridden by Nicole 
Kirsch, took Jr. C Wcotem 
Pleasure, while Ginseng, 
ridden by Tammy Rlnsma, 
took second place in Jr. B 
Western Pleasure. Amy 
Lloyd, riding Mysa Sandsne, 
won the Jr. B English 
Pleasure. In Road Hack 
under 15.1 hands high, Kathy 
Barber on San Teano took 
first place. Driftwood 
Castile, ridden by Nina 
Kavaungh, won the Two-way 
Combination and the Senior 
English Pleasure. Kavanagh 
rode The Inn Horse to first 
place in Hunter Hack, while 
Amy Lloyd rode Myaa 
Sandsne to second place. 
Senior Costume was won 
by Keen Skeena Mist, rider 
Pat Goodiiffe, and Pack 
Horse was won by Maestcao, 
rider Alison Maxlmehuk. 
Triton Rubiyat, ridden by 
Robert Kirsch, won the 
Informal Pleasure Driving, 
Kathy Barber won the Jr. A 
Basic Seat Equitation, and 
rode San Tesne to first place 
in Jr. A English Pleasure. 
Ginnetto Kenney on Kcers 
Mlnette was second. Nine 
Kavanagh and The Inn 
Horse won Novice Jumper 
and were second in Working 
Hunter, and Kavanagh and 
Driftwood Castile took the 
Trail Horse category and the 
Show Hack category. 
Tammy Riasma and Gin. 
song took second place in 
Show Hack. 
• . . .  . 
:::~ ~ ,::,i/::i: !ii:~: II 
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What's a fair without cotton candy. That sweet, spun 8~ "(~1 
confection i~:.one, o[ $~g,~, a.~yJh~ngs which fa.U,fairs mean. 
to the many who .attended 
Part of the fun of a fair is taking 
the pony for a ride. Or is the pony 
taking the rider for ... ? 
Well, it was fun, anyway. 
• TEE RACE CLASSICAL 
BALLET SCHOOL 
(Director BARBARA NUNN, A.I.S.T.D., ;.S.B,) 
RECOGNISED BYi- 
THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF DANCING 
and the 
IMPERIAL SOCIETY OF 
TEACHERS OF DANCING 
Graded classes for Examinations and Festival 
REGISTER AFTER 7th SEPTEMBER, 
13S.3417 (Studio) 63S-2440 (Residence) 
or by mall to Box 914, Terrace, V6G 4R2 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-3680) 
Parcel Pickup g Delivery 
, I l l i l l m l m m a m  I m m a i  m m  i 
Ligh! Packages & Parceis 
Chairs -- Recilners -- End Tables -- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen g Living Room) 
Beds g Box Springs 
~ASTER BEDROO~ ORESSERSOR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, 5TOVE~, WASHER OR DRYERS 
~ m m 
DLstrict ot Terrace On ly  
i! ~? 
° 
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The rides in the midway are among 
the thi'itls of the fairground. 
The "Z!pper" was one of the scariest 
here th'is year. 
Photos by Greg Middleton 
PINE MUSHROOM PICKERS WINTED 
We are the leading pine mushroom exporting contpany 
In Vancouver, B.C. and we need approximately 200 
pickers. You could earn from SlO0 to S3QO dally and It's 
easy to do. If you are Interested In picking pine 
mushrooms in your area please call this number 
(collect): 
112-253-4153 or 11|-253-4151 
Joe Chung 
[a8-10,14~17,21,24,28,31A4S] 
Still more winners. Strike it rich ! 
Check v,. ,r  li(,k,.! againsl th,.s,, wivming m,ml..rs,  If Ih,. I.oh, Canada pouch you buy 
(.ontains ,)n,. ,d' Ih,,s,. lucky numh,.rs, v,,u ~.ill I. ' a milli,mair,'. If v,,u d .n ' l  have a Loto 
Canada l i~'k,. l ,  lh,,s~, n l l l l l J t t . rs  are, i! g , . . I  r lqtMtll h) g~'l tit le. 
Labour Day Draw, September 2 
1677659.  ,$1  It]:L..[ [[)1~ L',:.3,:~7,')2.1...$1 M:i:I.L [(:)N 3,(:~5")"')'X7..$:L H:[L ' .L ION 
- .6776~: i9 . .  $10 .000 .  
- - -776~9. .  $ ] . ,  000 .  
........ 76~: . : i9 ,  , $5"00.  
.............. 65"? . ,  ~ I O0,  
5307734. .$ ,1 . . f i l l  I l i t l l  
• - '3 ( )7734. .  $ i0 ,00 , ' , ,  
. . . .  077~34. .  $1 ~ 000.  
. . . . .  7734 . .  $200 
. . . .  : . -734 ,  , '.t, :t 0 ( ) ,  
',',,~ ; '6~!  I. , ° q, I 0 ,  r : ( )O ,  H,3"2'.",3; "s . , .~.:1. 0 ,0000 
~, ' t , . ' l  . .$ I  ~'.~0,;. ~ 3: , " J .37 . ,$ I ,000 ,  
.', ' ! , , I: .',',',). ..':"3 ; ' .  , $2. !00,  
,',,'I , +F. ,,,,', 237 , , ' i I00 ,  
'.',' ' :¢ ' , , I , , I .  4111 Itld,! ',,I,')'.",.~6'L+,'~..I M IL .L I I )N  
,q : l . " ) l  , ,4 ,  ,O,.)O, " '1 i1%" .~61, , '$1 f000 ,  
ti "Oi , , ' t , : 'O, : . ,  "~6, ' .~I ,  , '1 ,2 ' .00,  
/O  I. , ,'I" I OO,  ' . . . . .  66J .  , , $1OO,  
Irl lh, ° ,.~.vlfl ,,I ,h - , ' r , ' I ta l i . '~ hw.l~,.t. i l  I i . .  , , I . , t t .  h - i  ,,I l . , . , Iw  t- . . , , I  i l . . th ,  Ls] , . , , . l ,Uh . t  peih l  , . i !  ,d , .m, l , , i . l~  - , .h. ,  t,,, l  ~ , . . . .p  
nimd,.r.. ,  lit,. ialh.t .h,H I , ,~. , I  
Hohl t)n to)y~,lr ti('k,'t. I1~ slill g , , , i  ti)r Ill,. ()(,tober 7 Draw. . .  
5 more m ill ion (!(,I lar I)riz~'s ldt,s I i , ,  ism l( Is of other cash prizes. 
OneTicket,Two Draws, Buy Now. 
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We have the friend]Jest clerks Jn town 
I ~ . r~ 
Sport,rig 
Good~ \ 
Come on in & see ~ i  
t- 
our new arrivals. ~ 
Everything for the o~ 
hockey player ./,~ 
or ski bull. i~!i~ ..~, 
4627 L~k~ts~ 
m 
Derksen's 
Credit 
" Jewe l le rs  
,DIAMONDS 
,CRYSTAL 
, WATCHES 
, JEWELLRY 
4615A Lakelse 635-5453 
Wenow have a new 
stock of Royal Albert 
Cups & Saucers. 
Beautiful china with a 
floral arrangement. 
3237 Kalum 635-5920 
r 
Overwa=tea 
FOOD CENTERS 
Overwaitea 
Eggs 
Grade A Large doz. 98  ¢ 
Western Fami ly  
Margar ine 
3 lb. package 1.5Q 
::~lleskeena mal l  
, Pastries 
, Cokes , Breads 
atfentmn 
tO 
Wedd,ng &
B~rthda¥ Cakes 
"Your  Persona/Bakerv" 
4-4717 L, ak~ 
?ett~¢e 
Interi¢ s L do 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop wallcoverings shop 
Lots o(beautiful Sunworthy wallcovering designs for 
every room of your house .... we'll help you choose 
patterns, 
Wo'U show you how to choose the right Sunworthy 
style for your needs. 
4610 L~=eti~ 63 ° ""~";~ 
"four one stop shopping oentro" 
, Prodm , Heat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
. Groceries . Dry Goods 
. DuMa| Supplies . Garden Centre 
. Dnlk Petroleum & Gas 
*~'-'~'~*~ '~*"~'~ I 
oo 5 I 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Harlots hould lie dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or nailed c/o Advortisial Haaapr. 
tie Herald. 3212 Kalem St. 
L, . . . . .  J 
Charloffe Wesley of 2807 South Eby proudly displays the plaque she 
received as the first winner in the Herald's Clerk of the Week contest. 
Charlotte works in the shoe department of the Terrace Co.op. 
[ ' "~ '  T, VIi! - " ~= ' .  ......... Bavarian ... ....... ............. Inn 
EWOUADRA A ,: ~ Restaurant & , 
Lr:...!.,~/~._,~.~.., SERVICES LTD. , Discotheque 
F " f~ ~, '~ ~',., "where the action Is happening for all ages" 
• ~i ~F a[80:~ j Join us.in 
,for air t i ckets  ~I07_JJR T~ 
to Vancouver, ' DISCO 
Canada or worldwide Tuesday thru Saturday 
9 pm - 2 am 
Dance to the most popular music in town. 
,. ! ::,-2281 4646 Lakelse ,,'~,~:,,U,~',',,,':.,NFO.MAT'O~ 635-9161 
. . . . . .  I i  i~ ,  . . . . . . .  , L 
! Contest Rules 
1. Only p~rticipatinE merchants employees are eligible. 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily h Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winiler tdps 'vu',;,Jp, runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots. 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, ;alesperson, 
7. Judps decision final. 
in(ll IIL_,i ,I  Ik 
FINRL TOUCH 
For the week 
Sept.  6 -  Sept. 8 
TEEN 
BEAUTY 
' CLINIC 
Free consultations for 
skin care & makeup 
.'~il-lskeena mall' 635-2769 
m 
For your full line 
of stereo and record 
care products 
see  
148 
at 
TERRAOE ELEOTROHIO 
Repairs Ltd, 
The MONTEBELLO ---10%.,, 
plus.many Bn-store specials 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Dallets should be dropped at the Dally Herald 
office or Nailed c/o Advertising Hagor. 
the Herald. 3212 Heine St. 
. .  \ 
Six said evolved 
in Mountbatten blast 
DUBLIN (Reuter) -  A lnveati~tion bureau, told custody unfllOct. 2. 
d~lice c.Jdd said Monday reporters he fa pleased with Ccurtney sen dozens Of 
tseUvea believe that up to the progress of the in- known IRA sympathizers 
six men were involved in the vsstigation, are beisg questioned " aily 
Irish Republican Army. Two Irishmen, Francis about he explosion on the 
gNrriUal~battaekwhLeb MeGiri, PA, 'and Thomas Britisbpeer'sflahingboateff 
killedF.~rlMountbettenand McMabon, 31, have been theConntySllgocea~L 
three companions in the charged with the murder ~t Earlier Monday, itwas an- 
lrlah republic last week. " Mountbatten, Queen ~ouseed in London that Popa 
Su L John Courtney, head Elizabeth's cousin. They John Paulhas appointed the 
o~ tCe republic's oecial have been remands! in apostolic delegate " 
PigiGREi O 
USEB CARS 
In lOUlHtIOPneGOICOgils[I 
"1~ 1970 FORD FAIRMOHT 
...... ............... $6996 
 ,1e77 DATSgN 300 SX 
iI 
! +i:,c,Y,!',+~t,~,"om,,,, o, ,,,,,;,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,, , , , , , , , , , . .S4896 
+1979 GMO %TON 4 4x4 
' - -~me .... -. . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  VSUVV 
+ lo ' r l  II FT. $ WESTERN CAMPER 
t.eaded with extras. Very clean 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . .  $ 3 § 9 §  
I1~ 1977 FORD FI60 PIOKUP seen= 
! i  ~.~i~i . . . . .  /~.u..to . . . .  tr.~n.~.., . . . . .  r.a.d.l.o., . . . .  .e.~,c., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  @ 0 0 ~ 0  
!i? 
.-iM!+1075 01MARO,~+,- . . . . . . . .  ++ .......... -+ .................... - , ,+  
+++ I$6S96 ~Iii ' •  i i i  i i  i i i  i i i  i i I I I  i i i I i  l l l l l . l l eO i i i i i I  I I+  i I i I I I I i I  i i o  I I I I  
i 
i978 T-BIRD TOWN LANDAU 
'="  $8795 i . . . . . .  . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  . - . . . . - . .  ................................. 
1977 DODGE 1 TON 
'YII eufo trsns with tint deck, radio' $6696 
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fought over a long period 
of time by special crews 
which camp near the 
scene. 
"Normally, "Pasimik 
said, "we do not an- 
ticipate project fires. 
The aim of the forest 
service is to hit fires fast 
and hard and to step them 
before they became 
problems." 
. However, sometimes 
high winds, extreme 
temperatures and ex- 
plosively dry fuels mean 
a fire just gets out of 
contrel-and that's where 
we come in. 
"That's where we came 
in on this one and, boy~ 
was it ever a proJectt" 
"We lied to move in a 
150 man camp complete 
with showers, cooktents 
andslesping tents. There 
were about 50 tents all 
• told, We had to hire the 
men and operate eight 
eats and two large 
helicopters with monsoon 
buckets." (Monsoon 
buckets are used for 
dropping fire retardant 
chemica ls  f rom 
he l i copters  on 
troublesome forest fires.) 
"Let me tell you." said 
Pashnik, "we worked 
some long days. 
Sometimes the guys were 
out 16 or 17 hours." 
"But it all went very 
smoothly- I attribute 
knew our Jobs." 
"Any problems that did 
come up we were able to 
nip in the bud." 
The concept, which has 
been discussed in Forest 
Service circles for some 
time; worked so well that 
many exerts feel "It's 
the way we have to go on 
big fires," said Peshaik. 
"Officials in the 
Kamloops Forest Region, 
where the DAN Fire was 
located ,  are going to 
recommend this to 
Victoria; that we make 
several of these groups 
available in each region. 
"This winter our team 
will put together a 
manual for new O- 
Groups. It'll be ready, we 
hope, by next summer. 
We'll be able to use some 
of our experience to 
refine and improve some 
of our administrative 
techniques, for exam- 
p i e , "  
Paslmik's O-Group was 
not the only contribution 
made by Prince Rupert 
Region fireflghters tothis 
summer's efforts in 
southern B.C. In ad- 
dition, a second fire 
overhead team, three- 
member helicopter-borne 
rappel suppression teams 
and four assistant 
rangers flew south to 
fight forest fires. 
44.77 With 
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KM 360 
300 BATTERY 
Guaranteed for 36 
months, Installation in- 
cluded. For most cars. 
Series 22NF-240. 24C- 
300, 24F-300. 42.320 et 
1.515. 
POLYESTER/ FIBREGLASS BELTED RADIAL 
TIRES 
White walt tires have 2 ply radial body 
construction to reduce tire squirm and 
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Special to the Herald 
"When we went in,"- 
Paul Pashnik smiled and 
said,"the fire was totally 
uncontrolled-and then it 
doubled in size." 
"Well, then we justgot 
it under control, we 
mopped it up and we 
handed it back to the 
ranger." 
"A  nice, neat little 
package!" 
Pashnik, who spends 
most of the year em- 
ployed as training Officer 
for the British Columbia 
Forest Service's Prince 
Rupert Forest Region, 
had good reason to be 
smiling. As fire 
superintendent i  charge. 
Df the six-man "f ire 
Dverhead team" which 
llew from the  Prince 
Rupert region to the Dan 
~re west of Shushwap 
Lake in late July, he had 
run an operation he 
:alis"a great success." 
• Back in Prince Rupert 
alter three weeks on the 
5re site, Paslmik com- 
zented: there was no 
confusion and nd lack of 
• iciency. It was a great 
mccess .  
"Once we moved in, the 
!ire control activities 
sere implemented with 
he precision of a military 
)peration- there were no_  
"So we just took over 
"When we arrived the control activities and let 
local ranger had some the ranger staff go to take 
men fighting our fire, c~e Of initial assault on 
other crews fighting other fires in thetr area." 
other fires and more fires " Once on the job, the six- 
breaking out all over the member team-made up 
place. We moved in and of a fire superintendent, 
completely took over the fire boss, camp boss, 
DAN Fire, we took the administrative officer, 
total load off his air services coordinator 
shoulders, hired crews, and 'expediter', the man 
set up camp, brought in charged with procuring 
aircraft and fought it to a services and equipment 
standstill, without delay--went to 
"Once we got it under work organizing the 
control, we handed it firefighting effort. The 
hack to the ranger and team, with members 
went home." from Kitimat, Prince 
When a forest fire Rupert, and Smithers, 
breaks out, forest service were freed for duty in the 
suppression crewsrush to busy south because of the 
the scene and usually Prince Rupert Region's 
have the blaze under comparatively quiet 1979 
control by 10 a.m. the fire season. 
next day, Pashaik ex -  "This is a completely 
plained. But when his new concept," explained 
overhead team, or O- Pashnik. "The idea is 
Group, flew south con- that when things get hot 
ditions were so hot and and heavy, as they were 
dry and so many fires all over the south in late 
were breaking out that July and early August, a 
local ranger staff were team of experts from a 
having serious difficulty quieter area can come in 
coping, and completely relieve a 
"The fire was already ranger on s problem fire. 
at about 700 acres when "The teams are only 
we arrived, then the wind supplied at the request of 
came up and the fire the rangerin the district 
doubled in size in  one with the bad fire," he 
day," he noted, added. 
"There were only about "The team is specially 
40 men on the scene and designed to fight what we 
they were fighti_~_8_ a _ call ,project fires'-forest 
Fire fighter describes his jc,l) 
By DAVID goof-upe and there was no holding action, fires so big they must be that o the fact that we all 
.CLIMENllAGA wasted effort." 
r , 
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BuY NoW 
AIM TO SAVE ON APOLLO 
12-GAUGE SHELLS- 20'S 
Sure as shootin', a good deal for 
youR 234 "', 1 t ,oz. Numbers2,4. 
5, 6 or 7 ~ 2 shot. A w~se buy. 
Price I IBex  
of 20 
4 
4 
save 
CHEERY CERAMIC TABLE 
LAMP WITH VINYL SHADE 
Solid colour ceramic base or 
decal desngn. Vinyl shade also 
avadable ~n pleated style. 
22-29" hugh. 
K mart After Sale Price27.99 
Ol99 R n~rt  "~' Sale .~  
Price I~m,  Each I
Great uu~" 
SOFT ,~kCUUARO 
SkTII TOWELS 
Thck cottOn. 
Aoprox 22 x 
42 . . . . .  
K mart RaG utav 
List price 2.T/ 
,,,,,,,199 
ml 
Iq"  . 
~ ~ . .  
9feat.gty sfi  uggage 
Value-priced expanded Vinyl luggage thats built to last! Check out the " 
wide range of sizes to su~t your travel needs. Brown or Light Blue. All 
suitcases.except 20 and 22 inch,come with wheels for easy moving. 
KmartSalePricel KmartSalePrice IKmartS leP ice7,s,  15 44,,c ,15'~ L 22 ' KmartsalePrice 
*mart ~299J*m~*, 257 1 *mart  Sale ,  Sale Sale 
Price Price Price 
L 
0 # "~,_. ~ej11 
MISSES' GORGEOUS FALL 
PRINT POLYESTER DRESS 
For a bit of colour, slip into a 
Iovel.y dress in" fall prints. Tie 
belt and elastic neck. Long or 
angel sleeves. Sizes 12-20. 
K mart Regular List Price 11.97 
K mart 
Special 
P, rice Each 
'.Y ~i. 
b!z 
JUNIOR MISSES' 
, CUTE SKIRTS, 
70% Polyester/30% Acrylic 
skirt Sizes 10-18. As. 
sorted colours for fall. 
K mart After Sale Price 
9.00 
Sale n 
Price U Each 
r Save s 7" 
FSsr.oPe.l~a 
WASTeBASKeTS! 
Approx. 12'2x 
15 X 24" Re. 
movable lop. 
K marl Regular 
Lisl Price l l J7 
97 
Each 
VINIL SllOWER CUR1klN 
FIorals, 
checks and 
other patterns 
Approx.72 x72' 
K mart &tier 
Sate price 4,47 
_ . r  T 
BRIGHT COLOURED PRO PLAYER TYPE MAOE-IN-CANADA CHILDREN'S COMFY 
YARN--100 GRAMS HOCKEY STICKS! LEATHER JOGGERS SLIP-ON RUNNERS 12 0 Navy or Wh~e. Worsted.,0% 137 Curved blade.' M Each NorthSla, '~so le .  Acrylic/30% 55". Save now.~ m  i i j  
Wool. K mart Regular " BW J '  J '  
K mart Regulal; List Price 10.811 ! ~  r ~r  
List Price 1.97 ' K marl BW K mart K mart K marl skein 
Special Price Special Price , Spec~ial Price " Special Price 
ONE-DAY B UY; md Save 
Pad and cover 
set. Drawstring. 
K mart Attar 
Sate price 4,97 
g mart 
Sate pdce . 
t#f~S CUTE 
GOlf f,I.EEPE# 
Acrylic, 2,pc 
12.16-24 
months. 
It mart Regula 
UII ~lce ~ .~I! 
, ,,,,, Q33 
spacm 
PdCe '~ '  Each 
September 6th 
ONLY==.,, 
SWIFT 
PREMIUM 
PREII 
LUHOHEOiO 
MEAT 
Friday SaturdaY 
• September i September 8th 
ONLy o.. ONLY--,- :~ u . . rHu! , . .  
.... =~.__ .  j ,g i i 
DELSEY Great for lunches, 
snacks or oven with a 
meal 
....AAe 
Sale ~ i  " "  
Limit e pc, (,ustumer 
POWERFUL FAD FI 
YOUR LAUNDRY- 
Save on cleaning costs. 
K mart 2 5 Sale 
Price 
Limit 2 p~r cuslomef 
TOILET TISSUE 
2 Ply tissue, 4 roll pack 
Save s 1" 
WRAP ANn SAG 
ORGANIZERS 
For bags or 
wrap. T1X 13rl,| 
x 5%". APprox. 
K mart Regular 
Liar Price $,9? 
r Save Now! 
NESTLE COFFEE 
10 OUNCE JAR 
Insfanl coffee 
at a low price 
Hurry in and 
save. 
K marl 
Sale Price 
7 
r swee! I)ea| 
TRY POPPI'COCI( 
CANDY 200 II 
Regular ' 
flavour. A tasty 
freaL 
K marl 
Sale Pdce 
.,." m'" 
L*md 4 packs per customer 
SKEENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 
OPEN 
WED., THURS. & FRI. 
to 9:30 PM 
Advert ised Merchand ise  Pol icy wE 
Oufhtm,nt,,,d,u,t,~;kthavo,,veryadvert,seddem,nstockonoufshelves Ifanadverl,sed,t~,s ~ ~ 1  
not avadable f(, purchase due to any unforeseen reason. K marl will issue a Rain Chelpl0n - I 
mquesl for lhe men handJse lo be purchased al lhe sale pruce whenever svadable or wdl sell yOU l 
comparabte quahly dam al a comparable reduchon m prfce Our policy is to give our customers 
sahsfachon always K mart Canada Limited 
= . . .  
•r 
I 
Charters how 
Calgary is 
t 
doing just fine 
C&I~ARY (CP) -- The 
d=:ter ~t in~ ~ 
best barometer ot an area s 
business health, says Ken 
Left, president d Business 
~ts  Ltd. ¢ _,C~. 
"And there isn t any doubt 
the Calgary area and 
Alberta are in ip'eat shape," 
he said in a recent interview. 
"The first thin~ that goes 
when a company Is 
t/~bteainglta flnanoinl belt is 
the charter plane and the 
charter fll~t. TI~ L~ bap- 
pe~inS in.the ]v-.~.`  te~4~. ,. etU~ 
i 
where the charter com- 
ipanles aren't experle~cing 
much growth," 
In the West, Business 
]L~IS had a ~&per.*esnt 
increase in Its fleet in less 
than a year. It invested $7.5 
million in six additional 
airplanes to bring ite total 
fleet to 15. 
Lett also is l ong  for- 
werd to the q~=ing of a t~.~- 
million Executive Flight 
Centre in the city airport's 
eaat hangars, 
"~ere  lust isn't anything 
quite like the Executive 
Flight Centre anywhere in 
Canada. With a Jaouzzi, 
• sauna, exercise room, 
lounge, restaurant and club 
envirenment for visiting pl- 
Iota an part of doing business 
at the tenainal, we are doing 
smething completely dif- 
ferent." 
Lett said he credits hLs 
bose Peter Bawden for 
vinB. the vision to get the 
done. 
Bawden,  fo rmer  
Pre~'enalve Con~J'vative 
I 
t 
9 
member d Parliament for 
Calgary South and president 
d Bawden DHlling Services 
Ltd., salvaged Chinook Air 
Services and Mackenzie .Air, 
two charter companies, In 
the middle 70e to start  
Business FllShis. 
"~nd company has been 
8rowin8 ever since," Lett 
imid. "However, there isa't 
any doubt that the charter. 
business only started doing e 
booml~ business In 19r7. 
"Most of our busino=l, at 
:~st SO per cent, is with 
i 
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n 
eempantea doing business i .  
the rd] patch." 
Lett Bald the increase In oil 
andps activity in Alberta in 
the last two years has meant 
seed times for other charter 
companies too, including 
Southern Frontier AI~ 
Transport Ltd., Meridian 
Aviation Ltd., Alberta 
Northern Airlines Ltd., and 
Sprinshank Aviation Ltd. 
With the eompe~t~m, 
dmmr flight buat~m 
growin8 more eophbileated, 
and Business Flichts l= 
i i i i 
"With the average price I
for eharie~g a Lear Jet tol 
Toronto and back now ~,500,| 
we have things down to el  
~ , "  Le~ sMd, "~1 
esecntive can expect 
plane tO start takis8 d f  by 
the time he sits down. 
The buoyant times In 
Alberta are not eno~Sb to 
promise security, however. 
"Our business fl/ghts ac~ 
Canada delmnd on havlNi 
good cond!tlone ever),-' 
where." 
t 
t 
• Prices Effeciive till Saturday, September 8,1979 = While Quantities Last * We reserve the right to limit Quantities 
SUEDE-LOOK VINYL BINDER 
Keeps your papers in or- 
der. Colours include 
Red, Blue and Green. 
K mart Regular 
Lint Prtce 2.27 
K mart Special Price 
Z7 
each 
E$SENTIJtL 9-PIECE BATH SET 
Yog get ruler, pencil, di- 
viders, triangles, com- 
pass and more. 
K mart Regular 
List Price 3.17 
K mart Special Price 
12 PK. LAURENTIEN PENCILS 
7 Laurentien coloured 
• pencils are a bright buy. 
Thick lead. 
K mart Regular 
• <., se t  List Pr!ce 2,67 
: "  " ~ ~/:. K mart Special,Price 
PK. OF 400 REFILL PAPER 71 Here's a chance to st~k up on ruled ave, x 11" 
White bond paper. 
K mad Regular 
~,  Liet Price 3.07 
• .~ .~,:!!~,'~'K*~art Special Price 
I 
69 
pk. 
~" C~N~ o' " 
14tt 41 '$1 ' t  I '1 M~I  l i4H IHHl lNNNHN • ,'/,/X , , / / / "  
d 
o /:>" " - -  , ¢;~'" f , J "  
,OW PRICE 
[ EXERCISE 
BOOKS-4 PK. 
rite A value pack. 40 
Bic metric ruled pages 
per book, 
BOND TYPEWRITER 
PARR- 250 SHEETS 
G~ plen~ of ,~ping ~per for 
~saye. 81/= ~'11". ~ super 
sar is,  
K mort Sale Price ' 
CONSTRUCTION 
PAPER- ~ SHEETS 
gig I lU  w-  .OU lUV"  On. "  - ~W~"""  L '  ! 
100 Pe. MAUBO'®,I!~ ~ :' 8:PACK.?;~.~I MATH OR 5 PACK ,, t" 
MEMO PEN WITH • COLOURED.. SCIENCE INDEX 
BOOK REFILL MARKERS;~," NOTEBOOK DIVIDERS 1ii 
Open s~de or Wdtein S.~.le Brlghf non- i Heavy-du~ Make things 
ends. Pre.y dec- with a Mal,bu toxic marke~ covers. 250 easy to orga- 
orative ~ver. 3 ball point pen, in re-usable pages with size. Cello a__  
x 5". plastic pouch, three divisions, tabs. 8V2 x 11 . LU 
! 
D~n't 
disposable lunch bags. PaCK K mart  Special Price 
of 100. Take advantage of the 
savings. 
K mad Regular K mart Regular K mart Regular K mart Regular K mart Regular [ ]  
List Pdce 37¢ ea List Pdce L57 List Pdce i.79 LIst Price 1.67 List Price 47¢ i 1 
K mart K mad K mad K mart K mart [ ]  
Special Pdce Special Price Special Price Special Price Special Pdca ! Colours include Red, Green 
Is!j99 c .q.qc 117 _qqc .q _q_qcl 
K mart Regular 
List Price 1.27 
S I III - w ~ I • I P Ia l  l i - !  I I J l  I • • t tn l : | l  % Advert ised Merchandise Policy ~ ;~.co,¢ 
K ..-...._._ I I L i  f l  R i ;  I t  • [] Llr l[: ; l l  ~ Oo,,,,m,n,on,,oo,,,o,a.oove. a~,o,,sed,,em,os,oo, e ,,,,,el.s ,,,o,d,e,,,~,,.,s a ~ ~  
BE"--"- -  ~ i ~ M i U  i ~ i i ~ " "~ not avadable for purchase due to any unforeseen reason, K mail writ issue a Rein CheVron ~ I~ . - - J . - . - . - _  
[ ]  ~ B L ~  BL . : . . .~  B t ~  i ' ~ l ~ m m ~ k k  uu , -n  TMI Ib~ * ='DI  ~ requ•stf•rthem•rchand'set•bepurchasedatthesat•pr'cewhen•veravad•b•e•rwd••e•ty•u• ~ l ~ ~  
~' lmlmi  mummum an t am m , i ,  ~ - -  ~- - . . i .~ '~- - "~= Am. m= ' ' " " to ' °9 '~ 'PM3u . . . .  ~ comparablesatlsfactlonqUatltYalways~tem at a comparablereduction in price Our policy ,s to gWen d°ur ~stomersLimlt ~ ~  
4761,~AKELSE AVE ~ TERRAG=;  : ~ - -~  ~ ,,,t KmartCa a a " 'ed ~ ~ ~ L  
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MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space 
|s Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
:~ CL~JIIPIIO RATIO 
LOCAL ONLY, 
~0 words or less $~00 per In. 
•mtlm. Over 20 words S cents 
word. 
~mofe  cemKutlve Insertions 
II.S0 pot Insertlm. 
NRFUNDS: 
FIrlt Insertion charged for 
~ther  run or net. 
Abeeiufeiy no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
Pi/k~tlll~l~"lrlmOl~ = before second 
ImerNon. 
~llowlm~ can be made for only 
Incorrect lld. 
BOx NUMIHS: 
75 Clmia pickup. • 
$1.15 marled. 
CLASSlPliD DISPLAY: 
.Rah~ available upen request. 
:NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
aATM: 
cents per agate 11114. 
Minimum charge aS.00 per In- 
am'tim. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL sad 
TUNSlaNT ADVURTISINO: 
S3.M ~ colunln Inch. 
llU|INESS PERSONALS: 
I;4.00 p4r line per month. 
10n • 4 month auls only. 
DEADLINE 
~SPLAY| 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prlof to 
F,l~lcat~ daY.. 
CLAS$1PlMD: 
2:00 p.m. On clay previous to day 
I~ollcatlen NA~clay to Friday. 
CLASSIFIED CASH WiTH 
ORDMR aH~er than 
IU I IN I l I I I  WITH AN 
iSTAMLISHID ACCOUNT. 
i diSrg~ of ~.le ~ i l l  
N.S.F. clteqnos. 
WEDDINO DmSCRiPTIONS: 
No charge pmvlded news sub- 
miffed withtn one month. M.00 
iprnductlon charge for wedding 
and~r en0sgement plctursL 
" ~  Of weddln01 (wtlta.ups) 
'elN:elvnd eel month Of mars 
:eflw went $10.00 charge, with or 
.without picture. Sublect to 
cmldan~tlm. Payable In ed- 
vgnca 
CLAS$1PtED AN- 
;i ~NOrt~CNMU Nl1' S.s0 
. mqlag~mta s.so 
~ Mm, rleses s.so 
~Oiths S,q0 
lr-unorals" 5.50 
~C4rda of Thanks : S.50 
:~em(wlil Notlcl~ 5.S( 
kPHONE ~-~157 
:C~mm*d o~verm~n~ De~t. • 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
'meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
~t St. Matthew's Angllcen 
Church basement. Phone 
"135.4427 otter 6:30 p.m. (nc- 
tfo) 
We~ht Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Id the Knox U,Ited Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazello Avenue. 
Abm1~ Counsolllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
LM-Nm 
WANTED DUNATIONS 
31w Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Mcking for d~tlen~.of any 
Did, broken or us,d ptscss of 
furniture, also any dlKerdnd 
wood prmlucts we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us et 635-2238 between 
Ba.m. ~ 3 p.m, We will try 
'1O make arrangements for 
pickup. 
"PREGNANT?" 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for er 
alternative to abortion 
Phone 632.46B3 anytime 
Roam 233, Nechako Centre 
Dirlhrlght Office 
Altereatlve to A l~ lon  
34621 Lakelse. ~LS-3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
end4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 63S-3114, 
Carol 63541M. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
A support Mrvlce for women 
4711 Lazelle. Ave. 
L1LS-Sl(S 
Drop In: Monday to Friday 
- -  9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Open Thursday evmlngs - -  
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. (nc-¢if) -C0UiNG EVENTS / 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
~Allle Memorial Hospital 
H~nllhiry would mppreclafe 
donations of good, clean 
hlng, any household 
e, toys etc. far their 
ITHRIFT SHOP. 
ir~ pickup sarvlce phone 
or ~S.SZn, or ianvo 
d0eattens et the Thrift Shop 
on Lazello Avenue on 
Saturdays ketwoen 11 a,m. 
wld 3 p.m. Thank yo~. 
SUBSCRIPTION ~ATIIS 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
ufNo:flva 
October .I, 19/1 
Slngle Copy 20¢ 3215-2 EBY ST., 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 TERRACE, B.C. 
By Carrier y~ar 33.00 
By Mall 3 mS. 1~00 TEL &1,$~107 
By Mall 6 ruth 25.~0 
By Mall Yesr 45.00 
Senior Citizen yesr 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of. America o~e. 
year 55.00 
Be); 3~, TerrKe, B.C. 
VaG :~,~9 
'HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & DIsWIct 
Thornhili & Dlslrict 
Phons ~1S-6357 
Kitlrnat & District 
Pho~e 432.W47 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
to¢laselfy ads under approwlefa 
haadlngs and to sat rates 
therefofo and to determine page 
locatlon. 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
tO rovlM, edit, classify Of relect 
my advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald BOx Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
natal. 
BOX replies on "Hold" in- 
slructlOno not picked up within 10 
days of ~plry of in ad- 
vertisement will be. clsetroyed 
unless mailing Instructlms Ofo 
tlcelved. Those answerlng Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents Io 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In acl. 
vertlesmenls must.be received 
by tho publisher wlthln 30 days 
after tho first publicaN(H1. 
It Is agreed by tha advertlesf 
requestlns space that the 
llobllity of the Herald in tho 
event of failure ts pu~lih an 
advertisement or In the ~, " 
lea error agpuriag In the acl- 
vertlHme~t as pubILlhed shall 
be ilmltsd to the amount paid by 
• o advertlsaw for only c~o In- 
correct Insertion for the I~rtlon. 
Of the advertlsIH S~¢l occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlttsd Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
llablllty to any evlmt greeter 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rlghtl Act which 
prohlblhl any advertlslno that 
discriminates spinet any 
person because ~; hll race, 
rollolen, sex, color, rl~?lonallfy, 
ancestry or place of origin, Of 
because his age la between M 
65 y~ars, qnless the c~nclition 
Is lustlfled by a bona fide 
requlrament for the work In. 
wived.. 
KE RMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES It19 
SEPTEAtBER 
sunday,September 9, 1979. 
SKEENAHEALTHUHIT B.C.OIdAgapunsloeersTea U.O.R.P. ' . . . .  iNSi$'mr-~ - "~r t f lmehe lprowi rsd for  Ford PU 349 enWfl'~. 
& Bazaar will be hold Annual THEBEST egg grading plant. Starting Cydlnder head ~d'lt~ valvu, 
CHILD HEAETH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St." Every 
Tuex 1:30.3:50 pro. Phone for 
appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tuex of every month from 
1:30-3:30 pm Ph. for ap- 
pelntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents' 
written consent for Im- 
munlazflon. 
ADULT • IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every M~ and Wed from 
3:00-4:10 pm. By ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Held threughout the year for 
expectant parents. Ph 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
AND RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man afternoon 
l:00-2:0q)m 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the hon~ for 
those who need It, on referral 
from thaw family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRESCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS '. " " 
lg months: at ChlIcl Health 
Conferences. 
yrs: ouce to twice monthly 
4~.5 yrs (preklndorgerl~): 
Spring bills. Developmental, 
vision, hearing scrennlng 
done. PIs phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Ph for appolntmeat. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such es food 
~lsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC (held at 4612 Grelg 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
oCiOBE~ ~ 
Tuesday, October 9, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
sunday, October 14, 1979, 
S2,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 20, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
'NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 19/9. 
.Sg,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
12,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,0(~.00 BlaB9 
For more Information 
;)hone. 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 OREIG AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VIG IM4 
835-491)6 
(NC.23Dec) 
S2,0O0.00 Blnpo ; , . Ave. Tel 630-1155) The 
Tuesday, September 1 e ',~,~o" 'andlOleglot will do hearing 
Small Bingo " . . . . .  tests on referral by family 
doctor or community health 
Kiflmat A.A. Conlru~tlen 
(h'oup In Kltlmat: telephone 
&1~1.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Ship Meetings. 
0:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays. Closed 
Msatlngs 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Frlclay~ - Upon Mostlngs e: 30 
p.m. Skesna Health UnH, 
Kltlmst Gqmeral Hcepflal. 
~-Anon ~uetln0s - Tuesdays 
• O:00 p.m. United Church. 
nurse. Speed pathotnglst. 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG.TERM CAREAt nbr. 
205-4421 Lazelle Ave. Tel 635- 
9196) 
J~easment and pissing for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AIO TO HANDICAPPED(At 
205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tai 635- 
9W6) 
Assessment and quidence 
for voatlonat and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone Me.S434 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Man. B p.m. • Alanm - 
Sksano Health Unit. 
Thure. or Sat. g:35 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
The Terrace Child-A~ndin~ 
Centre will be roupanlng for 
the fall stating September 
3rd at 9:00 A.M. The adresn 
Is 4542 Park Avenue. Fo~ 
further inquires plea. ,~. call 
~18-8211 
Ladles Slim One Club meets 
Monday evening --6:30 p.m. 
--  Unltaci Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
"Terrace Little ThHtrte 
welcomes new f~as. if yah 
are at all IntaroshKI In any 
mpect of theatre - -  scene 
painting, sat dsslg~, acting, 
costuming, stage make-up, 
lighting, play reading - -  
we'll be delighted to s4e you 
at: Terrace Llflla Theatre 
3425 Kalum St. on Monday, 
Sept. 10, l~.  
Basinm Meeting: 7:30 p.m. 
Rotrenhmonts & Santos: e:3o 
p.m. (NC-10S) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Sksana Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-374? or 635.3023. 
Saturday, November 3, 1979 
at the Terrace Arena ~ 
Banquet Room from 1:30 
p.m. to .4:30 p.m. (nc.3N) , 
REGISTRATION: 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
will be holding reglslr~lon 
September 7,1979.7 p.m. to 
9 p.m. 
~ptember 15 19/9. ! p.m. to 
4 p.m. In th'e Concowsa of the 
Arena. There will also be a 
skate exchange, sale of TFS 
Cookbooks, Club badges, 
Skates and Sweaters. For 
more Information call 635- 
5338. l[nc.7S) 
Terrace Homemakers 
services to have orle'Jatton 
o~Jrsaoffernd in October(so 
d~rge). Dales to be. an- 
nounced. All Interested 
persons and prospr.':tive 
homemakers please call 
635-5135 to register and 
confirm your interest 
nC ~ S.pt 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is  
"AQUATIC EXOTICf', 
prize.winning display ~ 
scalife of our ocean on lean 
from Victoria. 
Boaters, f ishermen, 
outdoor people and folks 
Interested In our nature and 
Its pleasing and esthMIcel 
aspect should not miss this 
exhibit during August and 
September. 
Museum hours: 12-5 ex- 
cept Sundays. 
(nc.21~ept) 
A 1O week dog obedience 
ox.~e ~or bq~m~ wiU be 
held commencing Sep- 
tembor S at Z p.m. at 
Tbornhill Community 
Cas~ter. l~r ienced  bon- 
diets will be conducing 
eouma with woceeds to go t~ 
the Skee~ Guides an~ 
Brownioe. For further in- 
formation please cell Chrbs 
at ~-~/SO or Naida at S~- 
67"44. (ne-~S) 
Rebeksh Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfeliows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC- 
iOHov.) 
Terrace Five Pin Bowling 
Association annual fall 
meeting Elks Hail-Sun.sept 
9,79.8 pro. All b~vles pie 
attend. (nc-7 Sept~ 
There will be a meeting of 
the 'Keen House SociMy 
(formerly Family violence 
Committee)on September 
5th at 7:30 p.m. In the Skesna 
Mental Health Board Room 
(over Spea Dee Printers). 
Anyone Interested in at- 
tmd!ng this meeting Is very 
welcome. For more In- 
formation please phone. 
5339 evenings or ~ and 
ask for VI Gellmbech. The 
Society Is working to 
establish an Emergency 
Si~dtar for families in crisis. 
Nc~h S~t 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
Sponsor A.A. 12 Tredltlens 
Group every, Wednesday 
evening Time 8--30 Kermode. 
Friendship Centre 4451 Grle9 
Ave. Phone ~ 
4907--635,--4990 (nc--20 
Dec . )  
The Geallory Gift and Craft 
Store Is now being operated 
by Northern DotlBhfS Food 
Coop. New hours are: 19 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday. Open late 
Friday evenings, be01nnlng 
August 14th. (nc-ffn) 
- CWL Fall Bazzer will be haid 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltas School 
Gym. (N¢.24Oct) 
Ysar of tho CldM 
BANQUET 
• DANCE 
September 22 - Manuel's 
Banquet Room in aid of 
Terrace Child Development 
Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments - -  7 
p.m. Oinnnr - -  0 p.m. 
Spec la l t , ,  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. 
Dancing 1O Follow . Jim 
Ryan's Dance Band. 
$15 Single --  S30 Couple 
To reserve a tame now rail 
LIS4WA After Aug..15 call 
kls.421& (nc-:lS) 
Women's Night Out presents 
"A Look at Nutrition". 
Sl~mkers from Northern 
DeLights and Skeena Health 
Unit. Thurs., Sept. 6 at 7:35 
p.m. 4711 LaNIle Ave. 633. 
SI4S. (nc.&S) 
FALL BAZAAR 
• TEA • 
November 17, lm 
(nc-16N) 
The Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival's first meeting for 
fl~ fall will take place at 0:30 
p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 
4741 Lcen Ave., Terrace. All 
persons interested in at. 
~ndlng will be mere than 
welcome. (nc-11S) 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES 
Start September 17,1979. Pie 
rnglster now. Address: 4444 
LakeHa Ave., Terrace or 
phone 635.r~J (nc.itSopt, 
Terrace ~ Aunclatlon's' 
first Picture Loan of'the 
Season will be held on Wed., 
So, t. 5 In the Library Arts 
R~,n from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.. 
Artists wishing to put pgc- 
furea In Plctore Loan are 
InviMd to bring them to the 
Library from 1 p.m. fo 4 p.m. 
Sept. 5. Came get acquainted 
Everyone welcome. (nc. 
A memorial sorvlce was 
held In Sacred Heart Church 
on Monday, August 97, 
followed by a burial service' 
m Wednesday, August 29, 
for a well known ¢lts 
resident, Esther Yvonne 
(Vonnie) Kawinsky, who 
died in Mills Memorial 
Hospital, August 25, at the 
Jm, ge of 41, wlth at. Ray. 
Father Jordan officiating. 
The eldest daughter of Mr. 
end Mrs. Wefldeli Wiley, she. 
was born In Toflaid, Alberta, 
on. June 5, 19311, and came 
herewith er parents In 1955. 
She was married to An. 
thony (Tony)'Kevdnsky on 
January 3, 195g, and 
predeceased by her son, 
Guy, In March of 1967. " 
An Inspiration to her many 
~lands during her long bout 
of illness, she simply ignored 
Ill health and after several 
heart operations in Van. 
couver she was up end 
oread In record time end 
nothing held haw back. She 
was always encouraging 
others whose memories are 
ones of courage, goodness 
and humor.. 
A beloved 'wlfu' and 
mother, her loss is. felt 
deeply by her  husband, 
Tony, son, Bob an~l 
dsu0hter, Gay!one, her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wiley 
all of Terrace, Brother, Dale 
W11ey, of Elk Point, Alberta, 
sister, Llnda Krlmholl, of 
Campbell River. 
Pallbearers were: Vie 
Hoffmen, Knobby Hamlttea, 
Bill Kamphaus, Dick Prest, 
Oe Thorson, Harvey Paul 
and Spud Schaffor. 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT AND 
SALES FLOOR :: 
Furniture,  appllahces, 
power tools, hand t~ols,' 
dean small cars, motor.- 
bikes, boats, motors or  any 
other items in ac(;eptable 
c~dfllon. 
Terrace Auction Mart 
Corner of Lakaiu &'Apeloy, 
as.sin. . : , 
Svdngflme News 
Dices,  ads, for swingers In 
B.C. ESt. 1969. $4.00 current 
Issue or free cietalls. C.Y. 
Club P.O. Box 2410 Hew 
Weahnlnlstar, B.C. V3L 5Be. 
(F~O-7SOPt) 
COLLI ER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635-5340 af~r~slx 
(AM-I~0e./9) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Perk'Ave.' 
Terrace 
k25-TJ~ff 
(NVtd-07./9) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(We, Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
LIS447~ anytime 
(AM4~-79) 
Concna~ ~q~c tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
omereta Invoetment. 
~Inttty's Excavating 
(kn4449) 
CARDUF THANKS 
in memory of Sather 
Yvonne (Vonnta Kawlnoky. 
On behalf of myseff and my 
f~mlly, i wmdd like to ex. 
: press my sincere gratitude 
1o all whch helped ease our 
sorrow In the ouddon lees of 
~Jr clsar wlfoand mother. To 
the ambulance cvew, who 
. arrlvnd so promptly, to the 
nurses in emergency and to 
Dr. Phillips, who attended 
Vonnle both then and 
previously we give you our 
sincere thanks for all your 
efforts. To the ~ Ray. 
Father Jordan for his 
presence and his prayers for 
the bonutlfol end comforting 
memorial service and 
gravealda service, words 
can't express our ap- 
preciation, we can only My 
thank you. 
To all thesa who helped In 
any way, to the pallbesrtrs, 
to the cathedral organist, to 
MacKay's I=unekrol Ser- 
vices. 
To Mr|. ' Matthew 
Kawinsky and all her willll)g 
helpers, who opened h.r 
homo where delicious 
refreshments were served 
effw the service. 
To our many friends and 
nal0hbors who s,nt haidng, 
refreshments end meals, for 
eli the beautiful flowers and 
cards that we recelvnd, to 
,~0so wha plmm~l or came to 
call. To all who donated so 
generously to  the Heart 
Fund, .end .go the many ~o.  
attended the memorial 
service and funeral sarvlcso 
to pay fleal tribute to my 
beloved wife, mother, 
danghtar, and sister, we' 
couldn't have managed 
without you end we can't 
thank you enough. We shall 
be forever gratatul !o each 
and every me o4 you. 
Tony, Bob, Gaylene_and ell 
the Wiley famll~'. ' 'm' .~o.~, 
Le,t at Lakelsa Lake early In 
the summer gold chain link 
ring. Reward oftsfad for 
return. Ph 432-74S7 or 632. 
4626 end leave mussege.(Ps. 
S Sept) 
L~t - -  orange •btack I l l  
backpack. Contents: SI10 
of plcfunm. Jewailery. 
aS0 reward offered Idm you 
ran keep the lewellory. Nee 
contains • ~ given by 
Arden NlSly, 91es~ fiSh, 
lava, rocks, talto~. Phone 
after 5 p.m. 135.Sl7~ and ask 
for Jean. (p2.4S) 
wage Is 3.U ~ hr. Must rod(or erlrns, ~ il~, 
have own transportation, radiator, clutch pressure 
Ph~e 638.1706 after 6p.m~ plata and release bonrktm. 
(c5.11S) Toyota - two 13" v~tm~ 
STENO RECEPTIONIST 
position available for 
~ s  person with ex- 
perience on telex, dic- 
taphone and swltchbuard. 
Good salary. Excellent 
fringe benefits. S.nd reson~ 
to District Accountant, Box 
579, Terrace, B.C. VgG 4B7. 
(a~ss) 
W~ AT BOMB 
you c~ arn  extra money 
mm~ em~ ~ ~ou~ 
spue Ume. Clean y~.  wn 
hours. No ezper~eEc~- 
mcmmry. For details mend 
romp aud tnqu~ kUer to 
77 Parkwaxb ~ Dr., 
Suite ~04, Don MilM, Ontario 
!~ 3Y3. (C~-SS) 
Apply in person to Carol 
Coderre for waitress 
(restaurant) or. Mrs. Davis 
for cocktail waitress 
position, at Lakslso Hotel. 
(pS~S) 
Full time cuoton~r sorvlce 
rqxesentatlvo required fo~ 
accounting, cash, and 
customer service dense. 
Exp~tance preferred. Apply 
at: Avco Financial Servlcsa 
4407 Lakelse Ave. (AS.S 
Sept) 
'Meals on Wlme~ Se~Icsa 
require volunh~f drivers. 
Anyone interested please 
call Homemakers Sorvlces 
at ~15.5135. (nc.13S) 
SCOTIA BANK hosopenlngs 
for Credlt.Menagament~ 
Trainees and for ~ r  
Credit Uffluws. For further 
Information ~ l  cell the 
Manager, Scotia Bank, 
P~'~t .Po~ 11ma 
Clerklll Bu~neso ~fflce 
two years previous 
bookkeeping experience 
requfrecl. H.E.U. 
collective agreement In 
effect. 
p ly . .  to- 
~Pllect~, Mills PersonneIM~morlam 
HeepHat , 4;20 H.,'ugl~d' 
Street Terrace.B.C. VIG 2W7 
Ak25A1~, ~ 7 
l 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635-4454 or ~15~S7. 
(ct~n-04.~/9) 
Will do ~byslttlng In my 
home. References available. 
Phone &15.7~m (pS4S) 
• For ~le: w" e~tr~: sto~ 
Rotlutare end broiler. LIk& 
new. Please call 79/I-2433., 
(nc-sff) 
muffler, ~S gal. feel hmk & 
and ,  do0 heu~. i ~  as: 
Sm. (l~-SS) 
for sale a utility vm trailer. 
Double axle 16 ft. long. 
Atklng 3S00.00 Ph 
(P5.SOPt~ 
For Sale: one Konmore 
whha ODor skb by sick. 
FrNzer-Frldge I yr. aM:. 
me. K~nw,  r.q~pem~ 
,hlc~l¢ stove 3O" - S~i~ 
Rollaway cot- $1o. Camp~. 
Guide uniform, ~ & 
(amp '1" shlrtm & gMBhem 
~om, mlwts- m.  Commie 
Brownie uniform & Im~ 
bask - $iO, New Hoq~ 
dlskvmshar, buIH In - 8400 
(almond color). F rame 
guitar & stand - S200. Honll' 
motorcycle XL100 ¢c .  MOO. 
Phone 635-4935 attar 3:35. ~ 
(pl0.SS) 
Electronic plnbull mKhlne I
for sale. Secolled o:e~ltlan. 
Mklng S~O. Ptwna 43S-,104L 
(p~s) 
Yamaha; Ck1000 Amp led 
Yamaha HPI  h ~  
Daai 1219 tumtabiev PkMesr 
l trer.k - recorder, pfuNer 
tuner, JBL  .Century 
0~aken, N0:1O 4OO rma~ 
anU tapm. Phone e4s4ms. 
(~Ts),  :, ~ . 
SURPLUS FURNITURE 
SPECIALS 
Brand new so(a beds f~,m 
S3S0.00 
Chesterfield and (:half 
S3~I.00 
Brand new double beds 
$140.00 
One only used hlde~.bnd 
With choir Sl00.~0 
Us4d sofas and chnlrs f~m 
~0.00 
Used km;han s a ~  dfd 
Used stoves 
Us,d refrlgoralorg 
PUly rope sold by, rise roll 
only at 130.00 rofl. Many 
more bargains at the 
Terrace Audkm Mart Sales 
Floor 4434 Lakslea Av~m~ 
435.5172. (Ctfn-l.00./9) 
HALL RENTALS i 
Oddfellows Hell 33~I) 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation I ~  d36-:i~lM or 
!~s-s~1. (N~74i-/9-Tm- 
Frl) 
TO GIVE AWAY: A 
benutlful 4 n~nth dld female 
klttan. Grey and while, 
trained and affectionate. 
Nsa comes with 2 vMeks fond 
and key  I ,~r  ,tones. CaU 
Ed at 43S.M17. 
One steno0raphor - SlPS00. To . 
start. Apply In person to 
Canadian imperial Bank of 
Commerce and ask for Mr. 
Barton. (cd./S) 
Smell Leg01ng Confraclor to 
skid, buck and lead and haul 
logs one mile to mill 
Contact: Toy.far Logging 
Ltd. 
General DQIIvery, 
Isklot, B.C. 
VoJ IKo 
ps-lo S,pt 
Wanted: experienced ining 
room waltar.wath'ess. Also 
experlanced(proporaMy) 
coffee shop waitar.waltrees. 
NSO cocktail waitress wHh 
bartendlng experlenca. 
Apply In person to Carol 
Cod~re for 
waitress(restaurant) or Mr. 
0avis for cocktail waltr,,u 
IX~ltion at Lskelsa Hot~. 
PS-5 S,pt 
Immediate openings for 
homemakers. Apply at 
Terrace Homemakers 
Servlcea--~11 Lazelle AW.)' 
Please c~IF.~-51~. Ap. 
pilcanta must bo mehal, 
rollalda , trustworthy end 
have a plonshlg personality. 
Job rstatad sklll|-vslcabb 
asset. 
C10-11 ~ 
1979 Yamaha 650 sl~Klel. 
Must sail. Perfuct Condition. 
1800 KM ~. S 2150 FIRM 
PHone aff*r 4:00 P.M. 435- 
~12 
PS4 Se~ 
GL 1000 Exc. condition. New 
fires Phone d35-21M or 635- 
7144 
11)70 Triumph. Rob, lit. Hew 
Paint. Bat Off or over ~UO 
takes. 6,18-1241 atMr 5 pm 
C5.7S 
For Sale: 1974 Can Aura 250" 
tAX 2. Can be vklvmd at 110 
Woodland I.kdghts Trelklr 
Park, Thernhlll. (plO.SS) i 
For sale one oll furnace In 
very good ~ondmon ~11 beat 
a ler0o home. Asking 290.00 
Phone 635.~!4 
P3 4 S, pt 
For sale 4-10..x15 In fires on  
white spoke rims. fits ~4 ton 
I1 hole first 3OO takes, 
For Sales :300 gel fed tank. 
iS0.00 Small tandem axle 
'trailer with fights and lift 
lack. SSOO.W 
Phone d3S.3MS 
CS.U Sept 
Laavlml for Vancum~r Serf 
10,/9 Would like ParlN~ Io 
chore gem and expanses an 
trip. 
Phone 435-3172 
leave masaaBo. 
ms,~;  
WANTED TO 'PURCHASE 
(BCRIC) B.C. ResourcN 
Inveatmmt Corperatinn 
shares. Plousa phone: 
4~M- Apt. 105 Cedar Grove 
~o Scott Ave. (C2~Tseff) 
SPOT CASH 
far 
Your old furniture, gtms 
whet have you, We buy 
rail. swap. trade. We bu 
rings and IM Iory .  
QUEENSWAY 
TRADINO 
i l l  Ka lm IN. 
Wt. l l . ta la  
(aifn-aS@P~) 
tTiV ft. KkC 9leesmkfl soff~ 
top. OesP V h~I. tm 
In lm~~ & trailer. 
U~UBO.  4L1ms.gJel. r~) :  
: I~  ~v~ H J~r  ~ t 1 For Rent IMPAIRED DRIVER MUST 
llmller with ur without power 903 sq fr on second floor. Air 
~mt _ _  Mnch" hutDm~lned 1o have 24 condltlened Located at 4623 
• Lakelse Ave. Ph 635-25,52 
l~"  : ~ Cff n 04.09.79 
Office space for rent.- 900 sq 
ft. f i lm I~t .  Full fl of air conditioned main 
~l 
t~.  I )~  V hull. 302 floor office space. Separate 
nlx~r(~, ~70 Volvo street level entrance. Four 
v~'  complain with ynrs old bulldlng. Ext. 
I ~  fu sell. P I~  downtown location, offstrNt 
I L~ or 435-6391 pJrklng. Ph Mrs. Simpson 
mdNkf~r  Ready. (cS.~) tLlS.6SgSlAM.4:30PM 
Cffn ~ 04.09.79 
Warehouse or manufac- 
faring space avellablo Im- 
mediately 3100 sq ft. 
One. W~ OS Cat Downtown location. 
DouMo anglo flit, att weather 63&7840 Cat Cab. Cargo frce spo~l ~'ffn 
winch and arch. 04,0~.79 
Contact: Toy.Mr Logging 
Ltd. 
GtNral Dellvery, 
klmlt, B.C.' 
VOJ IKO ! acre corner lot on 
pS.iB Sept pavement. Close to ,choole. 
With 2 bdrm. house and shop 
19/1 Mesuy Fergut~n front I~us 4 rental units. 2 big 
rod. • : .  . gardens and lawn. Mmtly all 
.leodur.Comeawlthlandl.3 furniehed. Priced to sell. 
yd. bucket e,d wldco Phuno635-3698anytlmeaftor 
NIl grapple and chelns. S p.m. (p10-148) 
~g,.~0. Phone after 6 
l i~ l IDL  (p10-14S) 5 acre farmelle In town. 
. . . . .  Ideal for horse lovers. Barn, 
If/3 'Kenworth 'lollBing truck paddock, riding ring, 
r iNb9  . , l op  shape, pasture. 2 bdrm. basement 
pltme Prince George !12. hom~. Ideal 'holding 
9~.7570. (pa-SS) . property. Phone 6,1-8480 fur 
.appointment to view. (c~0- 
43, ,ROOMS " " 1IS) .. 
i i 1 .  I 
: FOR RENT' ' "'" PROPERTY 
IFurnlahed sleeping room FORSALE 
i r  town for rent. 160 acres In .Topley, B.C., 1 
h throom for your own mile oft Hwy. 16. Llghtly 
(:un~mnlonca. Private en. treed. 18 miles from 
throned. Rea~oneblo rent. Houston• 2 miles from 
435-,1013 ethw 7 p.m. Sunset Lake. Power, water 
(c~lS) . and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,503. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
1~3bdrm;  Knight modblar Topley, B.C.or 
slfuatod~en ~ acre. C.F. Glbson 
I~ l~d IcY'on .Cq~ersldO. "'i Terrace, B.C. 
I lurden,  '"~raii~hroUse/ "1  
amekal~m..& nh~xl~'Ek. 
a im cor'.,~tton. Please call 
$ p.m. 435-3014. (pig. 
m) 
SELL 
1969 Buick Skylark 2 door 
hardtop V-O Auto Good cond. 
Asking $1,000 
1975 GMC Sierra 4)(4 with 
Tape deck VS 4 speed. 
Asking $4030. 
1972 Nova four door. Six Auto 
Ideal ladles car. Asking 
1,500. Excellent Cond. 
1972 Dodge Polalre. Needs 
~mo Work.Asking STS0. 
To view : 4310 Park Ave or 
~.  ~.1764(C,S-5 Sept) 
. ,., 
, ~4/ , .~1  1 
Ikflfllment or recreational 
home ca Vancouver Island 
lot, fully lamdacaped. S 
yr. okl me 1750 eq. ft. 
IMNI m.  : bearer ,  e, 2 
I ~ ,  3 Ixlrms., w.1o-w 
arpat lng• carport end 
miMIngL Mild climate,' 
flshMg. Price $55,003. 
mare Information call 
i~.~PlS altar 6. (cS.7S) 
• ~ FOR SALE 
lacluded acres at 
Huck leber ry  Lane, 
Woodland Park, 1136 eq. ft., 
ell heat. :! fireplaces, 
keidllator, sauna, carport, 
dri l led well. Reliable, 
rotor sul~ly. School 
Drapes and ap- 
pllamN. Prl(~l well below 
oIN~ralaed value. Phone 
411141~14 (alter 6 p.m.) 
(clfn-T0kFr4-q~-~P) 
J~  ~ for Unterlo arid 
uoklnG rental ac- 
I:~mod~tlon suitable for 
family. C~nn supply ox- 
reliant reference. Would 
~:onaldor rural  property 
c~relakl~ or short winter 
lemm or option to purchose. 
CAll Jim Grey at 635.3476 
L 
Homo with ger~ge required 
U Iwn as poeslble by couple 
with no children or pats. 
R m  available. Phone 
&l l . l lm 
Ofo 4.~.79 
V~ntod to Rent by a single 
w4rkln9 man - -  house, 
h~ller or apartment. Phone 
.oflar S p.m. 631-10~1. (cS-6S) 
are a young rmpanslble 
t iD i ly  of 6seeM~ to rent a 3 
Ildrm. homo In town by Nov. 
1. Pl~sa cell 438.1039 or 635- 
~M4 anytime. (piG145) 
Wlntod to rent Lockable 
Berago with power In 
Ten*ace for Sept to April. Ph 
MMr g pm 435-2992 ( P5-5 Sept 
WANTED 
TO RENT 
| or 3 bedroom .house with 
Mmmont and fireplace 
m Meet be clean 
I or 2 s t~ to front 
I~NI'. C~II A.F. Williams o1 
MF,4191 collect. (c2o.2~) 
54, ~ BUSINESS : '~  
PROPERTY ' 
1Moq. ft. m lnd floor. S~0 
IW M Mclvdes heat am,I 
I~ .  ~ 6~9198. (~ 
.31~1~?,11,14S) 
For Sale: Comldete treo 
planting bush camp. In- 
cluding tents, planting tools, 
vehicle, all terrain vehicle., 
etc. FOr compluto listing 
write Box 703, Prince 
1963 Merc Asking 8350.03 
Good running ~,mdlflon Ph 
63~ 5708 Ask ior Larry' 
.PI-4 :~pt 
74 Lag.no. Good condition. 
Asking 23,500 UBO. Phone 
635.2838. Ask for Mike. (pl0. 
aS) 
1975 Honda Civic 'Hat. 
chback' In Itnmacutatt 
condition and loaded with 
extras. AM-FM radio, 8 
track, roof rack, roof console 
clock radial tires Plusl 
Plusll Get excellent gas 
allege. Phone after 5 p.m. 
638-1449. (p5-75) 
1969 Plymouth Fury III 4dr. 
hardtop. Further In- 
formation call 635-7044. (ca- 
BS) 
1962 Ford Falcon 2 dr. HT, 
auto, runs well. First S~00 
takes It. Phone 438-1916 or 
view at 41~LS Caribou, Cep- 
porslcb Estailas. (cS-7S) 
1977 Honda Civic far sate. 
Fairly good condltlo,. 
rubber. Open to best offer. 
Phone 635-3032. (pS.?S) 
Four wheel drive Landrover 
St. wegon. 10~ Series 11A. 
Phone 632-2739 or view at 15 
Stein St., Kltlmat. (cS-45) 
'68 Chrysler 300. Excellent 
for parts. 440 motor - 8200. '66 
Chrysler 300, all power; 
qptlons, 383 motor. Needs 
carburettor kit. $400 firm. 
Phone 635.4629 after 5 p.m. 
(pa-4s) 
1972 Datsun station wagon. 
Summer & winter tires. AM- 
FM radio. Phone 635-$749. 
(p~TS) 
For Sale: 69 Chevelle. 
Goodyear llres with CDN 
rlms. New shocks & clutch. 
11 and I plslons. 650 HolIey 
carb. Many more extras. 
Call 638-1427 or 635-5600. 
(p10-135) 
For Sale: "968 Dodge 
Charger. Phone after 7 p.m. 
63S-21~. (c5-68) 
1970 Triumph. Rebuilt. New 
paint. Best offer takes. 
1241 afler 5 pro. (cS-7S) 
1974 Datsun 710. 4 new tires 
(winter) and 3 spares. A-1 
shape. Sl,~0 OBO. Can be 
seen st 3967 Paquelle Ave. or 
phone 635-9476. (pS-TS) 
19702door Datsun 4 slxl. $250 
FIRM Phone 635-2154 or 635. 
7144. Ask for Mike 
Clfn-Steff 
1975 GMC customized van. 
IS. PB Lots of extras Must 
be seen to bo appreciated. 
Phune 635-2154. or 6,15-7144. 
Custom Interior and exterior 
paint lob. 
Ask for Mike 
1974 Detsun PU with canopy, 
radio, tape teck& heavy 
duty bumper. Well main. 
talned • $1~0. 1948 Chov 
Balalre - $703. Canopy for 
Ion9 box Import ruck - $150. 
Call 635-2243 days end 635. 
4388 evenings. (pS &S) 
1975 Ford F "250 4)(4 350-V-8 
PS PB complete with canopy 
23 channel 8 track tepo 
idayer.. Evenings Plsa call 
635-7517 
Cffn 04-09.79 
1974 Dodge 1ton. Adventure 
club cab. Completely rebuilt 
4slxl. - 400 motor. 2,003 miles 
on rebuilt motor. New clutch 
and pressure pipe. ~ 1 
after 3 pm 638-1241. (cS.7S) 
1975 GMC ~A ton P.U. 454 
motor, auto, 1=5, PB, tllt 
steering, camper special 
Plus extra H.D. eprlnge and 
shocks. Excellent running 
conclitkm. Phon~ 635-5303 or 
&qS.6711L (p&7S) 
M~,sUV ©l 
pc*eels  
.TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
followlng stand tending 
c0ntract(s) wlll be recelved 
by the Regional AMnager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031.9.5 JS & 
CR Located Usk Ranger 
District Terrace Number of 
hectares 6.7 Viewing date 
September 10, 1979, Isevlng 
Ranger Station at 9 a.m. 
NOTE.' Viewing of the 
stand tending .site prior to 
submlfllng a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
hmdars Is 1:30 p.m. Sept. 18, 
19"/9. 
Tenders must be sub. 
mlttoden the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with p,lrtlcutars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(~] Indicated, or 
from the Regional Nlanager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C .  
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
Dated. (a~-7S) 
• f~ests  
Seated tenders for the 
following stand tending 
c~ntract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST I03P.1.1 CR 
located 6 Mile Creek, Ranger 
District Kltwange Number 
of hectares 8.1. Viewing date 
Sept I1 1979, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 am. 
NOTE Viewing of the stand 
tending alto prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is manatery. 
19711 GMC baby d,al P.U. Deadline for receipt of 
Low get mileage. Camper tenders Is 1:30 pm Sept 19 
special 1978 Ngmad 5th 1979 
travel "troller, 32'. Tenders must be submitted 
Wlntsrlzed. In good con: 
clifton. Sand.inquirlea to Box 
1220, c-o Daily Herald, 3212 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4B6` (p5.7S) 
1970 Internatlenal P.U. with 
flatdeck. 1971 Ford Rlcleau 
803. Phone 635-~.  (p3-~) 
1974 Datsun P.U. with 
canopy, radio, tape deck & 
heavy dltdy bumper. Weld 
maMtah~ed :$i980. t9/2 Chev 
Balalre - 8703. Canopy for 
long box Import ruck. $200. 
Call 635.2243 days end 635. 
4315 e~qmlnge. (pS-6S) 
1972 12xn Ambassador 2 Ix. 
mobl~e home. in excellent 
ch~:'Ph~e,6.~-~. (c~ 
7S) ..... 
12x~ Atco Expando trailer 
for sale. Furnished with 
washer and dryer, frldge and 
stove• dishwasher end 
freezer Asking $14,500.00 
Ph635-6780er 635-2211 ask for 
local 264 Doris Smith P15.-7 
Sept 
For Sale: Ib.~6 ft. Knight 
trailer on large lot. llSxlS0 
1oet. For further Information 
call 635-$59~. (p29. 
1951 
For Sale: lfr~ .= bdrm. 
mobile lame ~ Includes 
I~t4 joey aha~.  All ap  
Fibm~a. ~10,030 Ibm. Phone 
0as-g, r r /a f te r  4 ian for ap  
poinbnent to view. (i))0-106) 
MUST SELL - -  DIplomat 
12xM mobile home. Fur- 
nlshed or unfurnished. Many 
extras. Can be seen by ap- 
pointment only. Phone 632. 
2.585 after 5 p.m. (c&4S) 
Must sell Dlplmnat 12)(48 
Mobile Home. Furnished or 
unfurnished Many extras.' 
Can be seen by ap- 
polntmanel only Ph 635-2585 
after S PM 
1966 3 BR Nasher trailer 
112X61, 0X40 finished lacy 
shack(heated) 
Phone 635-5261 for ap- 
pointment o view 
1=5-11 Sept 
For Sale 1978 14X70 Mango 
Mobile Home unfurnished 
set up and skirted In local 
Wailer park. 
Ph 635-9734 
Cfln 04-09-79 
on the form and In the an. 
velopes supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
of Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
The lowest or any tender will 
no necessarily be accepted. 
"This call for tender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Coulumbla intensive 
Forest  Management  
Aareement." 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
A T IMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-12616 
Pursuant to section 16(1) 
of tho Forest Act, there will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction, by ~ th~ "• Forest 
Ranger, P.O. 'Box i59, 
Kltlmat, B.C., V8C 2G7 at 
.1):~a.m. on the 21st day of 
September, 1979, a Timber 
Sale Llcence to authorize the 
bervestlng of 11,780 cublc 
metres of tlmber and located 
In the Munlclpallty of 
Kltlmat, CR5 Land Dlstrlct. 
TERM: One (1) year. 
• Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction 
In person may submit a 
s led  tende¢, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
heated as one bid. 
Details of the proposed 
Timber Sale Ucence may be 
obtained "frmn the Forest 
Ranger, P.O. Box 159, 
Kitlmat, B.C.• VIC 2G7, or 
tho Regional. Manager, 
Market. ,P.lace, Prince' 
Ruper L B.C., V8J !B9...(a2. 
45) , - .  
" Seated tdnders for ~ the 
following kthnd tending 
contract(s) will be r~celved 
by the a~U~l : ;~; :  
ANnlslry of For.eMi, Pr[nc~ 
Rupert, B.C., ;n~the~ 
shown below. • : .  i'~':'.'.*: - .  
1. Contract ST1031.i0-23JS 
Located Pontoon Creek 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares" 42 
• Viewing date September 7lh, 
1979, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 a•m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
cm~tracl is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
lenders Is !:30 p.m. Supt. 
14th, 1979. 
1974 12X68 Delux Diplomat Tenders must be sub- 
Mobile Home, Will sell tm- . milled m the form and In the 
furnished. 2 Br. b, ullt In envelopes supplied whlc,h, 
Chine Cabinet raised living 
room with imitation 
fireplace set up and skirted 
In Pine Park. To view phone 
6388429 after 6 or 635-2318 
days• 
C7.12 Sepl 
qERALD 
CLASSIFIEDS• 
61|-0397 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry at Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any lender 
will I!ot necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
This call for lender Is 
under the terms of the 
Canada British Columbia 
In tens ive  Fores t  
Management Agreement. 
(aC~S) 
• j : • 
. I  
/ 
Street-legal Dune buggy for" 
sale. Flbreflass body. Best 
Offer. Phone 635.6455 
Ths IbnM,  Tuneday, Sap~m4=r 4, lm,  I~  IS 
0 U r S e n s a t i o n a I o= sense of hearing ©~- be being detectable at n distance 
pretty acute at times. The of ten md a half re;lea ac~o~ 
normal intelligible outdoor ~ water at n ight  
S e n s e s ~e of the male human * 
voice.in still air ;- 200 yards, | l ae l l f l ede  
"The average person, under but there Js a re~)rded case 
the best possible conditions, under freak acouatie condi- 
Pl-Sept4 cansee  with the unaided eye tiona of  thd human voice ~ |  
as many as ten million differ- 
For Sale: 1975 VW mini ent colors as long as he is 
motor home. Fully equlplg, d. comparing large areas of  color 
Excellent condition.' Would in good illumination and us- 
amsldor small car as port ins both eyes. 
payment. Phone 635.7042 
after 6 p.m. (c&CS) , "~ouc, - -~ l~t lk~HT 
• School 
Is accepting Inquiries for  lllltl  J/ %t  
classes In Sept. for 3 and 4 yr 
olds. Ph Mrs. Anderson at It s all in your head: your 
635.518/ or Mrs. (YBrlen at body's millions of nerve 
635.3738 (C3.31 Aug4, 11 Sept endings send messages of 
touch, taste, sm~ll, sight 
and sound to your bmin~ 
The human fingers are so 
One Palami~o mare. One sensitive that a variation in 
gelding for sale. Phone 635- movement of  0.02 of a 
6782. (pS-4S) micron can be detected. 
Ewocen Pulp and Paper Company Limited 
Kitlmat logging Division has an opening for e 
HEAVY DUTY NEONANII) 
Applicants must be fully experienced In maintenance 
of legging and road construction equipment. Direct 
Inquiries to: 
EUROCAN 
PULP  ~, PAPER r ' :o.  LTD. 
KiNmat Logging Division 
Box 1400 
Kitlmah B.C. 
VlC 3H! 
Attn: D. Krng 
Fqlmle 132-3191 . 
DRAFTSPERSON REQUIRED BY 
B.C. HYDRO 
We have an Immediate vacancy for a temporary 
Draftsporson In our Dlvlslonal Englneerlng Depart. 
meat. Appllcanls must have completed Hlgh School 
'level drafting as well as one year p~st.Hlgh School 
training, or have equivalent experience. 
Starting Salary Is $1T46.00 per month (under review), 
however, this Is negotiable, depending on experience. 
If you possess the above qualifications and are In. 
terested In working In modern congenlel surroundings, 
please apply In person to our Personnel Office at: 
B.C. Hydro 
5220 Keith Avenue 
• Terrace, B.C. 
631k8101 
~: : :~: . '~q~'~ .. -.-c.-.-.- . . . . . . . .  ~ 
 Lemled 
lmmetlla yA 
COPY 
TYPIST 
Thin ie e perinnonl fan flue 
poeitlee; Feet end n#urnle 
t lp iq  ie e noooeeil|. Please 
phone far am eppoinlunont and 
IIplml tall, 
iJ iii h  onct 
636-6367 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. _ * ~..; 
'.'.'.".'"' ..... ~..~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~•~.~•~..~.~.~.~.~..~.~.~..~•~..~.~.~.~%~.~.~:~..~%~.~.~:~.~.~.~.~;~`;~. ~."X .%" ,. "~'.-;:;:~:~:..~:.:.:.:.5%' % -'.;%_%'." v,.v .'..'. '.'.•.~.:......." .... '.'.'.'.'.'.'• .• .......•..............-...-...............- . .. .. ... .... ;-............R;:;:;:'.":'.'~'.'. ".' '- ~'.'.'.'v. • • .%.~ "~.....~"~ :~::~.':;: .... ~ ~ .........~..~; 
The 
n 
i Daily Herald 
l i heeds " 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  CARRIERS .................. 
!iii' in the following areas !.-'..-'i 
:!:i . 
il TERRACE Oodar Oronooat area 
N :..:. 
iil. 
i!!i 
~."  
::.: 
:::'~ . . . . .  . 
: ' .~¢ .  J . .  
i i  a;o i,dared in one of those routed pleNO phonno 
!! 635-6357 
between | am and 6 pm 
H KITIMAT. 
~%-. 
ii if let,rested ... phone Koilh at 
' -  • ,:ez 
:::: m g 632 2747 
Dutch ValiD/ 
Nemlook St. 
Thornhill St. 
Hi|hwa/10 W. 
Willow Creek Rd. 
Woodland Park Rd. 
4900 BIk. ip r  
Bergooo/Laurior Ave. 
$e~*|ea Ave, 
Laroh | Aider St. 
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® U YouHndividual H rosCope By Eugene Ske#~ l |  ' 
i1,Ol IN  ,7 
• ' -  ~rances Drake 
u 
i~OR TUESDAY 
, SEPTEMBER 4,1~9 
c.osswo.01 
ACRO~S " 40 Author 4 Groups of Zl A beverage 
1 Professional 0'Casey eight ~ Popular 
~"~-~'" "~-  ~ • ~ .... ~ (Mar. ~1 to Apr. 19) 5 Cool 43 Niter for one ~ Structures 21 22 23"'" 24 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  i. ~on'~ 'act yet o. that in- desserts 40Cbem|cal smpjoint insU'a~e~ 
197g by Chicago T~lbune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. .'. ' " novati~ve idea about a 9 Helpl suffix 7 Uncle rock ~ " 
y N ei 0 h b , domest, ic atter.and close mes holdB°thdlfferingfriends "IZ Fish sauce 49 Ardor (dial.) 24 Tardy 30 im 3' l 
NOS orS ,  TAURUS I '4~"~ 14 Daalsh 51 Dance step poem aborigine 33 34 Viewpo~ts. 1,1 Cupola 50 Fly alone 8 Form of 25 Jap~'eae 
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DEAR ABBY: Some time ago you ran a letter from a? pleasure. Communication CUpecud tree 10Melville halfpenny W ~  ~ ~ 3 7  I 
I45 46 47 11'3 144 
)usybody who was frustrated because she couldn't figure 
out what her new neighbors were up to. She claimed they 
~/ere ruining the neighborhood. 
You put her in her place with a three-word answer that 
wiped me anti Please dig it up and run it again. Thi s country 
could use a good laugh right now. Thanks. 
CHARLIE 
DEAR CHARLIE: Is this it7 
DEAR ARBY: About four months ugo, the house across 
the street was sold to a "father and eon"-or so we thought. 
We later learned it was an older man about 50 and a 
young feHow about 24. 
This was a respectable neighborhood before this "odd 
couple" moved in. They have all sorts of strange.looking 
company. Men who look like women, women who look like 
men, blacks, whites, Indians, Yesterday I even saw two 
nuns go in there! 
They must be running some sort of business, or a club. 
There b'e motorcycles, expensive sports cars and even 
bicycles parked in front and on the lawn. They keep their 
shades drawn so you can't see what's going on inside but 
they must be up to no good, or why the secrecy? 
We called tbe police department and they asked if we 
wanted to press chargesl They said unless the neighbors 
were breaking some law there was nothing they could do. 
Abby, these weirdos are wrecking our property valued 
How can we improve the quality of this once-respectable 
neighborhood7 
UP IN ARMS 
DEAR UP: You could move. 
DEAR ABRY: Wearc havinga disagreement at our house 
and you are elected to settle it. One of our family feels that 
when walking our puppy we should get dressed and not go 
out in our night clothes, The puppy isn't house-trained yet 
and has to go out often. 
The person who thinks the dog-walker should be fully 
dressed never walks the dog, so I don't see why he has any 
say in the matter. 
We live in the suburbs where hardly anyone walks by who 
would really care if he sees a 12-year-aid girl in her 
bathrobe. 
DECENT IN HER BATHROBE 
DEAR DECENT: Bathrobes are for indoors. Better slip 
into some outdoor clothes when walking the dog. 
DEAR ABBY: I caught a cold in my back, but instead of 
going to my regular aeupuneturist, who is a noted lecturer 
and author, I went to another acupuncturist who stuck 40 
gold needles in my back. 
Then l went back ~o~my regq~ar ocupuncturist, wbo,told 
me/~hould get a la~ and sU~.~i~n wSo~put40 ne~ds 
in-m'w back beeaus~b& broke e~'gjr~,~i~ of ac.upunctu~e.~' ' .-~',~ 
Then I went to Kaiser Hospital and they said trying to 
remove those needles would be like going on a fishing ex- 
pedition, and I would be better off leaving them in. 
Abby, I've had these needles in my back for twoand ahalf 
years; and I'd like to get them out. They are play!rig havoc 
with my system. 
NEEDLED IN SAN FRANCISCO 
DEAR NEEDLED: Get another npinion' And a'third if 
necessary. But stick with qualified, conventional, medical 
doctors-unless you don't mind being stuck again. 
DEAR ABBY: Bravo V/i~:~, . I ~ 0  S d 
TREASURES IN NORTHRIDGE for learning to?lgfigli at 
their "Great Depressions." ~'  
We here in Seattle are considering starting our ov~n 
"Bosomless Buddies" chapter. We. have learned, to be 
grateful for what we have and to quit worrying ab6Ut what• 
we don't have. ' ; ' . .  ,. • ' 
Underdeveloped women of the world, unite! Be pr0iid. 
And remember, "Flat Is Beautifulr' 
MICHELLE IN SI~ATTLE 
DEAR MICHELLE: Right on, sisterl Although you prob. 
ably have no bras to burn, you're obviously way out in front 
for women's lib. 
I 
with close ames goes well, but 
there's a possibility of tension 
with co-workers. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20)Mr~ "~ 
Capitalize on opportunity 
for financial gain. You seem to 
want your own way re an 
entertainment plan that could 
meet with opposition. 
C~NCE~ O~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You're in a hurry to get 
things done, but avoid con- 
troversial action that could 
arouse the disapproval of 
others. Watch health in p.m. 
LEO 
(jaly 23 to Ang. 22) ~¢~ 
Be careful of whom you take 
into your confidence. An 
encounter with malicious 
gossip is possible. Keep home 
plans under wraps. 
(Aug. 23 ~o Sept. 
Some difficulties likely in 
connection with work, though 
you will find a solution. Money 
a source of:dissension among 
friends. 
LIBRA 
(sept. 23 to oct. 22)~m m 
Be straightforward in 
romantic, dealings. Power- 
plays possible on the career 
scene. Don't be pressur~ into 
making important decisions. 
SCORPIO . 
(oct. 23 to Nov. 21) , ,tv' i~. 
Though you see the picture 
clearly, others n~ay resent 
your advice. Problems at 
home can be settled, but it is 
not a good time for en- 
tertaining there. 
sAGrrumus ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Superiors may not get your 
point of view. Don't be a part 
of an unpleasant scheme of 
acquaintances. Wait before 
fi~al~in~!:q~" merits. ; /  
CAPRICOR~I, ~ ,~t"~ 
(Dec. 22 tolJan. 19) ~ ~'I~" 
Avoid overspending while 
traveling. Set the bali rolling, 
but don't press your luck in 
partnershil~ affairs. Be con- 
tent with modest beginnings. 
~QUARIUS : 
; (Jail; 20 tO Feb. 18) ~.=~:  
Work-related problems may 
occur beca~ise of others' 
• upcooperative attitude. Don't 
be the one to censure others. 
Stay clear ~ ~eentrovcrsy. 
PISCES .i~ ' 1~t  
(Feb.'19 to;'Mar. 20) "~ 
Hidden fa~tors may weigh 
on the min~ of close ones. 
Prying on your part may only 
cause further withdrawal. Let 
others ste~ in their own 
juices. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
• ~0nservatlve and practical. 
The key to y~ur success lies in 
hard work, :: 
,% 
"You left that back door open again." 
I I I 111  I - L  . . . . . . .  ] - ~ 
houses DOWN novel 28 Opera 
17 Manna - -  1 Possesses 11 Asterisk feature 
18 Miss Z Palm leaf 16 Famous 29 Diqpalch 
Cinders (var.) Nelly 31 The color 
19 To teach 3 Bengal 20 Swiss Yale blue 
21 Stale or trite Quince canton 34 Decay 
24 Italian cob Avg. solution time: 24 rain. 35 Hemingway 
25 Macaws 3'/Let bait 
N Poisonous ~ drop gently 
IU~ll i l/'~I~IP'M~lflt"lLl/'~i/'~Ir"1~}In"l 25 Witty  cem~ 
ISIKIVIDI I IV IE I~ IM~IL I~ I  39 Forearm 20 sesame 
31 Lariat bone 
3Z Miner's 40 Lath 
Quest IDIEINIbl IO! I IE~IA I  I II~l 41 Sight in 
.Alienate IS I~Y!~.A I~ID IS!  I )T!EI Sicily 
~IAI~LITIUINIEISI 
35 Emerald IS IE IR IA IP lE IT IA I~/  ~ Malt drink 
Isle IOIDIORISIKIVI~I I IL.~)ITI 45 Craggy hill 
M Major--- ~INI~NI~ ~RIAINIT I~IY I  46 Yale 
Wood I T IA IN IS IT  ~E~EID IE[~I  
nymph 7-17 47 Gypsy 
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CltYPTOCUIP 7-17 
U IB  RUAS-ULYSDM RGAASD GLGT 
UY IT  GM YSSBSB 
Yestor~y's Cryptoq~p -- REAL WOODEN INDIANS 
ADORNED SUBURBAN LAWN. 
Today's Cryptoqnlp clue: M equals S
11be ~ / s  a shnlge oul~Utulim dI2~e In which each 
ktt~" trod studs for imolha'. It you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the pmgle. Single letters, ~ words, 
and words mlng an a lmtml~ can give you clam to l~ l l~ .  
vowels, selutinn b aeCompll~,d by trial and error. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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SPIRITS HAVE FLOWN COMMUNIQUE DIRE STRAITS LOVE TRACKS POET AND I 
BEE GEES DIRE STRAITS OIRE STRAITS GLORIA GAYNOR FRA.NK MILLS 
BOMtoSI~WAsY TD;EJ: RBCBY 
T.ll 4 ~;" ....., NI -  ' 
• ~i ~'. 
GO WEST IF U KNEW SUZIE 
VILLAGE PEOPLE , SUZlE GUATRO 
BLACK ROSE THE ORIGINALS LIVE PITFALLS OF THE BALLROOM UNDERDOG 
THIN LIZZIE STATLER BROS• PAT TRAVERS COOPER BROS. A.R.~• 
';Nr f lIT e 
" ' ,%~r  ! 
GIFT OF SONG DYNASTY 
UNICEF KISS 
BAD GIRLS 
DONNA SUMMER 
S ALeuMs $ ALBUMS 
6.99 (8 .99  
8 T.ACKS ~ 8 TRACK 
CASSETTE TAPES 
GOLDEN HITS COUNTRY CLASSICS ' " ~  
CHUCK BERRY STATLER BROS ' 
'°oSt; ~'~So"~ LC~ ?OA N C E S C%"e~T~Slw""TS' ALBUMS 
FATS DOMINO . WESTERN GREATS 
GREATEST HITS 20 / BE 
LESLEY GORE DANCE HITS 
iN RETROSPECT ~W. PICiU..~L,~  S,,,, 8 TRACK & 
CLEO LAINE ROD STEWART CASSETTE TAPES .oo..,.. " " "  98,/ JERRY LEE LEWIS .ROD STEWAR T i 
GREATES1 ~HITS " - ', ","GASOLINE ALLEY 
ROGER MILLER . . . . .  ROD STEWART • 
COUNTRY CLASSICS SMILER 
JOHNNY ROORIGUEZ ROD STEWART 
I. 
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Anti-Indian 
feeling seen 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
leader of the American 
Indian Movement says that a 
"kill the wild Indians" 
mentality still exists in the 
United States, but instead of 
using the cavalry law of. 
tielais now brand Indians as 
criminals and then put them 
in prison. 
"It is the way they wage 
war on us now," said John 
Trudell, leader of the activist 
movement. 
Trudeil was speaking at a 
news conference attar he and 
four members of the 
movement entered Canada 
Thursday to seek political 
asylum. 
"We are not a threat. We 
are  not the enemy of the 
Canadian people. We just 
want our rights, our natural 
rights." 
He accused the U.S. 
Federal Bureau of In- 
vestigation of harassing 
resources which belong to 
the Indians. 
"They lie about 
everything," he said. "Tbay 
lied about Cambodia, 
Watergate and payoffs to 
corporations. 
'!They also lle about us, 
saying we are radical and 
militant." 
If the activists are allowed 
to stay in Canada, Trudell 
said, they will push for for an 
inquiry into the extradition 
of Leonard Peltler from 
Canada to the U.S. to face 
charges in connection with 
the 1975 killing of two FBI 
agents in South Dakota's 
Pine Ridge indian Reserve. 
Trudell said Peatier was 
extradited to the U.S. on the 
strength of sworn statements 
by Myrtle Pocrbear, who 
claimed .she was an 
eyewitness tothe killing. 
But Poorbear made 
another statement which 
SETTLEMENT 
SEEN SOON 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) --  The latest in a long series of 
labor disputes at MacMillan Blueders Harmac mill 
could be over Tuesday if the 1,200 workers agree to a 
proposed settlement worked out Sunday by the com- 
pany and the Pulp, Paper and Wcedworkers of Canada. 
Neither side would reveal details of the settlement 
wMch if ratified by the union would end a strike started 
Aug. 22 when shop steward Jim Pitt was suspended for 
refusing to handle pulp the union says was produced by 
supervisors during an earlier three-week strike in 
July, 
Last Friday, the union suggested that the pulp be 
sold and the proceeds donated to the British Columbia 
Uans Soelety for Crippled Children. 
Start Shewaga, prealdent ef PPWC, local 8, would not 
say whether that action is part of the proposed set. 
tlement. 
The workers will vote on the settlement Tuesday. 
"If the membership ratifies the proposal, I imagine 
they (the company) will fire up the machines Tuesday 
afternoon," he said. 
DOCK FI/RE 
Investigators sift ashes 
NEW WESTMINSTER, Vancouver fire deportments "I guess the pile driver 
B.C. (CP) ---Fire officials 
were sifting through the 
remains of the Pacific Coast 
terminal dock Saturday to 
estimate damage caused by 
a spectacular fire Friday. 
' Meanwhile firemen were 
putting out the last minor 
spat fires and omouldering 
remains of the dock, ignited 
by a fire aboard a log 
ealvage boat that the tide 
moved under the pilings. 
Two men aboard the boat, 
who had been trying to start 
the boat's engine when its 
carburetor  exploded, 
=caped uninjured. 
More than 75 firemen from 
was one of the turning points 
in this fire," said city fire 
chief John McOallum. "And 
if it wasn't for the cement 
fire wall built along the edge 
of the dock, we could have 
lost everything. 
"The f ke had enormous 
potential because the 
creosote in the pilings 
burned like napalm." 
The fire destroyed two of 
the 10 Pacific Coast Ter- 
minals, but company 
president Wellaley Brown 
said the company only uses 
five berths at a time. 
"So the rest of the dock 
fought he stubborn blaze in 
the creosote-coated pilings, 
which one fire spokesman 
said burned like napalm. 
Eight firefighters were 
treated for facial burns and 
smoke inhalation. 
Six tugs spewed'water on 
the flames and three un- 
derwater divers from the 
Vancouver fire deparlment 
tried to douse the flames 
with floater pumps. But 
firemen did not gain control 
tmtil six hours later when a 
36-metre.bigh pile driver 
tore away railway tracks 
and concrete along 200 
metres of the 400-metre-long 
the city, and nearby Bur- dock, exposing burning 
nsby, Coquitlam, Surrey and __ pilings. 
will be sufficient for our 
needs," he said. 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
group members, hunting contradicted those presented 
them down and putting them at the extradition bearing. 
in prison. Trudell said the con. 
Trudell added that a tradictory statement had Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servlclng 
militant label has been at- bce~ withheld by U.S. of. Residential. Induslrlal - Specializing Gas Flfling 
teched to the native Indian ficials. . and Sheet Metal Shop 
rights group to dtscredit it Peliler now is serving two Ch li n. . l  
with the American public as consecutive life sentences ar  e u , ,  anger  
part of a conspiracy to take for aiding and abetting in a 
away the land and natural murder. PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
Bank now closing 'Unique44. LAKELSEBathroomAVENuEB°utlque' 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 63S-9319 
smaller branches Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furencas 
VANCOUVER (CP)--The bank vice-president said in 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
Y0UR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
, e~,"~ AUTHORIZED 
/~ '~"]  SERVICE 
~.~.9  DEPOT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
~O'~Qf Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon.-Sat. -- 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 535-4543 
FREE 
TERP, ACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hear teeth , bear claws 
• wolf teeth ,k beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRA HOTEL 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
"\~ SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OO1 
_._ Ken Hansen ' 
IW Cl Tlfl [ P IN 
dcl J ,  GIFflrS CIC" C p 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods-- Books -- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOPAT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
MAR C 0 UX 
Offices, Custom 
finishing & 
homes Fireplaces 
remodelling 
& General Carpentry 
636-2359 
6-3Y16 Mountainvlew Ave., Terrace 
ii 
TD,. 
an interview. 
Commerce,  Br i t i sh  The bank had given local 
Columbia's largest char- residents one month's notice 
tared bank, has closed of closure. 
branches in three B.C. "The gesture was not in 
communities due to in- good taste, rather it was 
sufficient profits, leaving rude and disgusting," - .Jd 
local residents angry and Giblert Popovieh, Alert Bay 
disillusioned over banks in mayor. "There simply 
general, wasn't enough time to get 
Alert Bay, Sayward and another chartered bank into 
Cordova Bay now are town." 
without chartered bank Alert Bay, a community of
service after the bank 1,-600 located off the north 
permanently closed its doors coast of Vancouver Island, is 
at the locations Friday. hardest hit by the closures. 
"Thesa branches are no The nearest chartered bani, 
longer viable operations so is in Port McNeill, a 16 
weclosed them and that's all kilometre ferry trip away 
there is to it," Gordon Lewis, and given the infrequent 
quick "=' entire trip ' amounts to half a day. ' e s . I. J. The island community has to h ll credit union but services are 
O er  
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. TheAlert Bay Credit Union 
(CP) -- A carpenter will a hasnovaultorsafetydeposit 
quick eye for gold captured boxes. It also is not licenced 
the annual world gold- by the federal government 
panning championship and so cannot offer govern. 
Sunday in this northeastern ment.gusranteed l ans. 
British Columbia com- Cordova Bay residents 
munity, have access to banking 
John Tanasiuk of Ed- facilities in Victoria. 
monton recovered a gold ' Sayward's 380 residents 
nugget in his pan and face a 62-kilometre journey 
shouted "Goldl" in 7.1 to the nearest chartered 
seconds in the point- bank at Campbell River on 
weighted speed-panning northeastern Vancouver 
Island. 
tltie. "A lot of people are angry 
The world record is 5.4 here," said one Sayward 
seconds, businessman. "The notice 
Tanasiuk, who turned given us was inconsiderate 
professional goldpanner in and irresponsible." 
1973, has 36 years experience But Lewis said one 
at the game and came month's notice was "normal 
second in the 1978 cham- course because we didn't 
pionships, want o run the risk of losing 
staff before we could wind 
event to take the overall 
About 50 competitors, 
mostly from B.C. and dawn theoperatious." 
Alberta, furiously panued for The employees of the 
nuggets and gold flakes branches, he said, have been 
before about 200 cheering offered Jobs at other 
fans. locations. 
Five years to update. 
BRUSSEI3 (Reuter) -- the president wouldl)e faced 
Former U,S. state secretary with no choice but to use 
Henry Klasinger said weapons capable only of 
Monday the West has up to destroying cities and the 
five years in which to update civilian population, which 
its nuclear strategy to cope would meat probably mean 
with growing Soviet might, mutual destruction. 
Kisainger told a North "The question of the 
Atlantic Treaty Organization strategic equation is not only 
conference h re the West has a problem of hardware," 
to face the fact that the Kissinger said. "It is also of 
United States will no longer developing a doctrine so that 
have sh'atogic superiority in tactical forces and other 
the early 1960s when ITS land- 
based strategic missiles will 
become vulnerable. 
He was clarifying aspeech 
he made here Saturday when 
be seemed to question the 
credibility of the U.S. 
nuclear guarantee to its 
European allies if the only 
option open to an American 
president isto launch all-out 
nuclear war. 
In the i:ontext of a con. 
tlnulng U.S. nuclear com- 
mitment to NATO, it is 
imperative to define how this 
commitment would be 
carried out, Kiasinger told 
the conference, organized by 
the Centre for Strategic and 
International Studies of 
Georgetown University, 
Washington, D.C. 
The essence of Kisslnger's 
remarks is that the U.S. 
should acquire a "coun. 
terforce" capability, with 
strategic nuclear missiles 
accurate nough to destroy 
Soviet military installations 
and also longerrange tac- 
forces are related to some 
concept of defence and not 
only to some theoretical 
level of destruction." 
He said the West has two to 
four or five years to remedy 
the situation, for example by 
making the land missiles 
mobile or by putting more 
strategic forces at sea. 
BLACKS CALLED 
SALISBURY (CP) -- 
Military call.up for blacks in 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia has 
been extended to include all 
AfricatB between the ages of 
16 and 60 who at any time 
have been registered as 
apprentices. According to 
government sources, this 
could involve 50,000 blacks 
who were not liable for 
conscription under previous 
regulations. More than 80 
pc' cent of the country's se- 
carity forces are black. 
WAS FIRST BISlIOP 
Francois Xavier de Laval 
The area is slated for 
redevelopment and Mayer' 
Munl Evers said in an in- 
torview it is unlikely the 
docks would be rebuilt, 
COOK WAS CARELE~ 
0DEMIS, Turkey (CP) --  
When 16 Turks sat down to a 
meal of one of their favorite 
dishes to celebrate a bir- 
thday recently, it was the 
last meal for seven of them. 
They died in hospital, The 
other nine, also stricken, are 
recovering. The rwtaurnat 
cook had made a mistake. 
Instead of frying the dish in 
olive oil, he had used a highly 
poisonous insecticide, 
Turkish police said. 
tieal nuclear weapons, was named Quebec's first 
Otherwise, he explained, __bis__hop in 1674. 
.~ 490  JOHN DEER 'J~ GRADING ~ LAND CLEARING' 
WITH 5TN WHEEl. ~ BACKFILLING ~1~ LEVELING 
FREE PARKING 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
Open 10 a,m.-6 p.m. dally except Sunday 
Thurs. & Frl. fill 9 p.m, 
i 
TERRACE . .  
PHONE ANYTIME 
D.4VIZ & ALLAN 635.3505 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
ANn EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING sUPPLIES, PumPS, 
HOSES, NUTs AND BOLTs, FENciNG, 
WATER SOFTENERS-- AND mar E -- 
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
GLACIER 
I ~ ~o~r- 'E"~_  635-3476 I 
L 4418 Legion Avenue IV  ....... I 
S A Complete Glass.and IcaRPgT& FLOORING ~ ~ ~ I 
Alummum Serv,ce INS"""°" -~~--_"'-"*1 YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
i 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
I/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURSAYS 
PHONE d13S.39. . 
P.J.H. READY MIX 
Ceastrudlon Ltd. 
Plant (Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
i I 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
We will sell, service & repair all your home Brunswick 
products. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE 635-2473 
s oo,h so , , , . ,  . ¸  
IJ W .. / ,o the / 
13212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Keith Ave. 
~ ( ) l l r  f r i ( 'nd ly  ( 'Ot I~( ' l l i (= l ] ( ' (  ' s tore  
Weekdays 
Weekends 
HOURS: 
7:30 am - 12:30 am 
10:00  am - 11:00 pm 
L 
a A 
R U 
OB& G , C 0 E R 
R 0 
Y 2701 South Kalum St. M A 
635-6100 T 
I 
=m~m,, I I I 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
~,~ Furniture Repair 
~'~Rnstoratioos, Hope Chests 
Castor Made Furniture, Refinishing 
~ General Building Contracting 
3610 Kalum 636-6686 Terraee 
Cl, o . nYX.,LY" 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini M i l l  
(Next  to Mr .  Mikes) 
635-2838 
Ca l l  us  a t  635 '6357 • 9 to  5 
"WE TRAVEL ~ YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
PMme 638-1634 or 635-3545 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
